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 Monday, October 1, 2018 
A POTPOURRI OF DYNAMIC AND CURRENT GEOLOGICAL AGENTS:  I 
8:30 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chairs: Jean-Pierre Williams  
 Ganna Portyankina  
 
8:30 a.m. Soare R. J. * 
Welcome and Introduction 
 
8:40 a.m. Clifford S. M. *   [INVITED SPEAKER] 
Mars and Its Event Horizons 
 
8:55 a.m. Zubrek R. *   McEwen A. S. *   [INVITED SPEAKERS] 
 Discussion on Mars and Its Event Horizons 
 
9:25 a.m. Oehler D. Z. *   Etiope G. 
Late Mars Methane [#5024] 
Present-day methane in the martian atmosphere may be abiotic or biotic, ancient or recent. This 
methane is likely stored in the subsurface and released to the atmosphere through migration along 
fractures, possible springs and mud volcanoes or through diffuse microseepage. 
 
9:55 a.m. Williams J.-P. *   Soare R. J.   Dohm J. M. 
Volcanic Disruption of Recent Icy Terrain in the Argyre Basin, Mars [#5005] 
Several features have been identified as possibly having an endogenic origin within the northwest 
portion of the Argyre basin floor and appear to disrupt the floor materials. We highlight elongated 
depressions and maar-like craters in this region. 
 
10:15 a.m. Coffee Break 
 
10:35 a.m. Sutton S. S. *   Hamilton C. W.   Bleacher J. E.   Scheidt S. P.   Cataldo V.   Williams D. A. 
Late Amazonian Channelized Flows East of Olympus Mons, Mars:  Implications for Volcanism and 
Aqueous Flooding [#5017] 
We study two sites with channelized flows and associated fossae in young volcanic plains east of 
Olympus Mons. These sites provide clues to understanding the evolution of the magmatic, tectonic, 
and hydrologic activity during the Late Amazonian. 
 
10:55 a.m. Portyankina G. *   Hansen C. J.   Aye K.-M. 
Surface Erosion by CO2 Jets on Present-Day Mars:  How Araneiforms get Their Shapes [#5021] 
This work is the first attempt on quantitatively analyzing the current martian polar surface erosion by 
seasonal CO2 jets and the formation of unique araneiform patterns. 
 
11:15 a.m. End-of-Session Discussion 
 
 Monday, October 1, 2018 
A POTPOURRI OF DYNAMIC AND CURRENT GEOLOGICAL AGENTS:  II 
1:30 p.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chairs: Virginia Gulick  
 Vincent Chevrier  
 
1:30 p.m. Williams J.-P. * 
Corinto Secondary Craters in Elysium Planitia [#5004] 
The Corinto impact created a large number of meter-to-decameter secondaries across a substantial 
portion of Elysium Planitia. The secondary crater population is characterized at several locations at a 
distance of ~660 km from Corinto. 
 
1:50 p.m. Chatterjee S. *   Kumar C.   Oommen T. 
Resolution Improvement of Mars Gamma-Ray Spectrometry Data Using Area-to-Point 
Geostatistical Simulation [#5015] 
A stochastic spatial simulation approach is proposed to improve the resolution of the GRS Cl data 
using area-to-point simulation approach. The deconvolution was performed to obtain the covariance 
model at a finer scale. 
 
2:10 p.m. Aye K.-M. *   Schwamb M. E.   Portyankina G.   Hansen C. J.   McMaster A.    
Miller G. R. M.   Carstensen B.   Snyder C.   Parrish M.   Lynn S.   Mai C.    
Miller D.   Simpson R. J.   Smith A. M. 
Planet Four: Mapping the Southern Polar CO2 Jet Deposits [#5023] 
This paper discusses the process of data reduction and validation for the Citizen Science project called 
Planet Four and presents the first scientific results from the created catalog of surface markings. 
 
2:30 p.m. End-of-Session Discussion 
 
2:50 p.m. Coffee Break 
 
 Monday, October 1, 2018 
GULLIES AND RSLs:  WET OR DRY ORIGINS?  I 
3:10 p.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chairs: Serina Diniega  
 David Stillman  
 
3:10 p.m. Mischna M. A. *   Piqueux S. 
On the Relationship Between Obliquity and Surface Thermal Inertia for the Availability of Liquid 
Water in the Recent Mars Past [#5025] 
An obliquity-driven cycle of surface evolution may control variability in surface thermal inertia on 
geologically short timescales.  This may control the availability of surface meltwater in Mars’ recent 
past beyond what numerical models suggest. 
 
3:40 p.m. Dundas C. M. * 
A Cold, Dry Place? Recent Geomorphology and the Role of Liquid Water on Late Mars [#5007] 
Multiple landforms on Mars that have been associated with water may form by other processes. 
Several are actively forming today in conditions suggesting little or no liquid water, raising the 
possibility of a dry periglacial landscape. 
 
4:00 p.m. Conway S. J. *   Soare R. J.   Stillman D. E.   Davis J. M.   Noblet A. 
Gullies and Recurring Slope Lineae:  A Continuation of the Aqueous History of 
Hale Crater, Mars? [#5009] 
Hale Crater is one of the few sites on Mars where active gullies and RSL are observed concurrently. 
We examine the topographic context of these two landforms using CTX elevation data and place them 
in the wider context of Hale Crater’s aqueous past. 
 
4:20 p.m. Stillman D. E. *   Grimm R. E. 
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of the Aquifer Flow and Recharge Mechanism for Recurring 
Slope Lineae [#5012] 
What mechanism forms RSL? Currently, all proposed (wet, dry, and hybrid) mechanisms have serious 
limitations when compared to observations. Here, we discuss the pros and cons of a wet-
dominated mechanism. 
 
4:40 p.m. End-of-Session Discussion 
 
 Monday, October 1, 2018 
LATE MARS VARIA POSTERS AND MEET/GREET RECEPTION 
5:30 p.m.   Great Room 
 
Conway S. J.   Butcher F. E. G.   de Haas T.   Deijns A. A. J.   Grindrod P. M.   Davis J. M. 
Intense Glacial and Gully Erosion on Mars [#5010] 
We investigate gully and glacial erosion on Mars using HiRISE elevation data and find glacial erosion rates 
commensurate with wet-based glaciers on Earth. 
 
Soare R. J.   Conway S. J.   Godin E.   Hawkswell J. 
Possible Ice-Wedge Polygons in Eastern Utopia Planitia, Mars, and Their Poleward Latitudinal Gradient [#5020] 
Here, we report and discuss the possibility of ice-wedge polygons, in spatial if not genetic association with alas-like 
depressions, exhibiting a significant rise in distribution polewardly from the mid-latitudes of eastern Utopia Planitia. 
 
Kochemasov G. G. 
Mars’ Orbital Frequency Modulates Orbital Frequencies of its Satellites and Determines Their Characteristics tied 
to Their Position Relative to the Roche Limits (Ragged Phobos and Swelling Deimos) [#5001] 
All cosmic bodies move in several orbits. Phobos and Deimos as well. They fill an interaction of the martian 
circumsolar orbit with their own orbits around Mars. Modulated orbits produce dust coats disrupted from Phobos 
and kept on Deimos. 
 
Aye K.-M.   Holsclaw G.   McClintock B.   Portyankina G.   Vorobiev D. 
MAPSE: MArs Polar SmallSat Explorer [#5029] 
We explore the feasibility of applying new technology developments for a SmallSat remote sensing mission to 
explore Mars’ south pole. 
 
Elsevier 
Book Overview: Dynamic Mars:  Recent Landscape Evolution of the Red Planet 
Published in August 2018 by Elsevier, Dynamic Mars:  Recent Landscape Evolution of the Red Planet presents the 
latest developments in understanding the geological history of Mars with observational data and tightly-linked 
scientific hypotheses across a broad swath of landscapes, latitudes and geological contexts, as well as an 
examination of the impact of climate change mitigated by multiple geomorphological agents. Here, we present 
chapter overviews and key figures. 
 
 Tuesday, October 2, 2018 
GULLIES AND RSLs:  WET OR DRY ORIGINS?  II 
8:30 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chairs: Richard Soare  
 Klaus-Michael Aye  
 
8:30 a.m. Primm K. M.   Stillman D. E. * 
Constraining the Duration of Metastability of Supercooled Mars-Relevant Salts [#5013] 
Mars-relevant salts / Their metastability / How long will brines last? 
 
8:50 a.m. Diniega S. *   Widmer J. M.   Plumitallo J.   Wu F.   Hansen C. J. 
Present-Day Frost-Driven Geomorphic Changes on Martian Northern Dunes [#5014] 
Dune-Alcoves and Troughs / Our Studied Northern Features / Connected to Frost. 
 
9:10 a.m. Thomas M. F. *   McEwen A. S.   Dundas C. M. 
Topographical Changes in the Equatorial Regions of Mars [#5011] 
In this ongoing study, elevation changes are observed in areas where steep slopes and sulfates are 
present because the sediment is weak and thus shows changes more clearly. The rates of change are 
currently being calculated in these regions. 
 
9:30 a.m. Gulick V. C. *   Glines N. H. 
Gully Formation on Mars: Implications for Late Paleo Microclimates [#5028] 
We summarize some results from our studies of Martian gullies. We also identify a possible paleolake 
as a potential water source for the central peak gullies in Lyot Crater, and describe the local conditions 
that could result in gully formation. 
 
9:50 a.m. McEwen A. S. * 
Could RSL Indicate Habitable Environments? [#5002] 
RSL probably extend down slopes as granular flows, and the timing of their activity and albedo 
changes may involve salty water, but an exact mechanism is still not understood. This lack of 
understanding hinders attempts to evaluate habitability. 
 
10:10 a.m. End-of-Session Discussion 
 
10:30 a.m. Coffee Break 
 
 Tuesday, October 2, 2018 
ICE IS NICE:  GLACIAL OR PERIGLACIAL:  I 
10:50 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chairs: Stefano Nerozzi  
 Eldar Noe Dobrea  
 
10:50 a.m. Nerozzi S. *   Holt J. W. 
Revealing the History of Polar Ice Caps Within the Planum Boreum Cavi Unit with SHARAD [#5008] 
The cavi unit is transparent to SHARAD. We see many features within. We see caps within caps. 
 
11:10 a.m. Chevrier V. F. *   Fusco M. S.   Farnsworth K.   Knightly J. P.   Yazdani A. 
Time Evolution of Swiss Cheese Terrains in the Martian South Polar Cap [#5022] 
Swiss Cheese Features are observed to uniformly grow at various latitudes and longitudes on the 
Martian South Polar cap over the five martian years sampled. Their growth rate appears to be linearly 
dependent on the size of the features. 
 
11:30 a.m. Glines N. H. *   Gulick V. C. 
Thermokarst Features in Lyot Crater, Mars: Implications for Recent Surface Water Freeze-Thaw, 
Flow, and Cycling [#5018] 
Beaded stream features on Mars may indicate long-term freeze-thaw cycling and stable surface water 
flowing, and are exploration and astrobiology targets for understanding Late Mars surface processes 
and climate. 
 
11:50 a.m. End-of-Session Discussion 
 
 Tuesday, October 2, 2018 
ICE IS NICE:  GLACIAL OR PERIGLACIAL:  II 
1:30 p.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chairs: Colin Dundas  
 Susan Conway  
 
1:30 p.m. Kreslavsky M. A. *   Head J. W. 
The Most Recent Glaciation in the Midlatitudes of Mars: New Age Constraints [#5026] 
The most recent viscose flow features in 40–45° latitude zones formed 3.2–65 Ma ago. This is 
consistent with the latest obliquity peaks of 40–50°. 
 
1:50 p.m. Noe Dobrea E. Z. *   Dombard A. J.   Stoker C. R.   Berman D. C.   Davila A. F.   McKay C. P. 
Ground-Ice and Viscous Relaxation of Craters at the Phoenix Landing Site [#5016] 
A 40–70 meter ice-rich layer is responsible for the short retention timescale of small craters at the 
Phoenix landing site. 
 
2:10 p.m. Soare R. J. *   Conway S. J.   Williams J. P.   Gallagher C.   Mc Keown L. E. 
Possible Pingo-Thermokarst Complexes in Eastern Utopia Planitia, Mars [#5006] 
We present landscape-scale observations throughout eastern Utopia Planitia of thermokarstic 
depressions, polygonised terrain and pingo-like mounds that point to the freeze-thaw cycling of liquid 
water late in the Amazonian Epoch. 
 
2:30 p.m. Bedada T. B. *   Soare R. J.   Beyene E. G.   Gessesse B.   Tiki A. Y.   Getachew W.   Hewan T.   
Desta A.   Belay S. T.   Povic M.   Shimels K.   Aberra W. 
The Ethiopian Space Programme:  Overview and Strategic Plans [#5003] 
Here, we present a historical overview and describe the recent development of space related activities 
in Ethiopia. Emphasis is given to establishing a permanent Mars research group and building a 
Master’s degree programme in planetary science. 
 
2:50 p.m. End-of-Session Discussion 
 
3:10 p.m. Clifford S. M. * 
End-of-Workshop:  Open Discussion 
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Introduction:  For our efforts to design a capable 
SmallSat mission to explore the south polar region of 
Mars (MAPSE), we investigate in this work the 
feasibility of applying recently developed commercial-
off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies that enable new 
observation capabilities, both in sensitivity and 
observation schedule. Both the explored technologies 
are low in costs and are therefore ideal for a higher risk 
focused SmallSat mission. 
Digital Micromirror Devices (DMD):  Digital 
micromirror devices (DMDs) are commercial micro-
electromechanical systems, consisting of millions of 
mirrors which can be individually addressed and tilted 
into one of two states (±12◦ ) [1]. We explore if a 
potential spectrometer on a SmallSat could benefit from 
using a DMD as a microshutter system. This will 
depend on the exact science goals and observation 
scenarios that we pursue. In visible light, these devices 
are ready to purchase at low costs compared to 
proprietary designed instruments at a research institute. 
For UV applications, the improvement of sensitivity 
below 200 nm is still an ongoing R&D effort, but having 
this possibility could open up focused UV spectrometry 
to explore both water and CO2 ices at the pole. 
Micropolarimeter:  New pixel-based polarimetric 
devices allow high-resolution imaging that provides 
information about the polarimetric state of the reflected 
light from the observed surface [2]. We will investigate 
if these new devices could be combined in the same 
optical path as a traditional visual telescope, and by 
doing so, maximizing the science goals that can be 
addressed by a potential SmallSat mission. 
References: Use the brief numbered style common 
in many abstracts, e.g., [1], [2], etc. References should 
then appear in numerical order in the reference list, and 
should use the following abbreviated style: 
[1] M.A. Quijada, A. Travinsky, D. Vorobiev, Z. 
Ninkov, A. Raisanen, M. Robberto, S. Heap, in: 
Advances in Optical and Mechanical Technologies for 
Telescopes and Instrumentation II, International Society 
for Optics and Photonics, 2016, p. 99125V. [2] K. 
Sasagawa, N. Wakama, T. Noda, T. Tokuda, K. 
Kakiuchi, J. Ohta, in: Advanced Fabrication 
Technologies for Micro/Nano Optics and Photonics 
VII, International Society for Optics and Photonics, 
2014, p. 89740I. 
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Introduction: During local spring, the south polar 
region of Mars exhibits a host of exotic phenomena as-
sociated with sublimation of the seasonal CO2 polar cap. 
Images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) 
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE) document this activity, best described by the 
"Kieffer" model [1]: In winter, the CO2 forms a translu-
cent slab of impermeable ice. Penetration of sunlight 
through the ice, which warms the ground below, results 
in basal sublimation of the ice. Trapped gas escapes 
through ruptures in the ice, eroding and entraining ma-
terial from the surface below. When this dust-laden gas 
is expelled into the atmosphere the dust settles in fan-
shaped deposits on top of the ice in directions oriented 
by the ambient wind, or into ellipse-shaped deposits that 
we call “blotches”, when no wind was present during 
the eruption. Our primary objective is to scientifically 
exploit the fact that the fan deposits are being directed 
by wind, specifically this work focuses mainly on the 
observed direction of the deposits, presumably caused 
by the prevalent winds during eruptions. 
Planet Four: We used a data-set of 221 MRO 
HiRISE images from Mars years 29 and 30, taken 
around the south pole from a set of regions of interest to 
be analyzed by our Citizen Science project called Planet 
Four, developed on top of the zooniverse.org platform. 
This data-set was split up into 23,723 (MY29) and 
19,181 (MY30) screen-sized tiles which are being ana-
lyzed by 30 to 120 individuals. Each classification con-
sists of using several tools available to classify visible 
ground markings for their shape, size and orientation. 
The data is then clustered, averaged, and the resulting 
objects are put into a catalog of ground marking objects, 
with all meta-data required for recreation. For validation 
purposes, the science team classified about 3% of the 
data using the same interfaces as the volunteers. 
Data reduction: The data reduction’s main task is 
to reduce the classifications from 30 to 120 volunteers 
into a single object via clustering. We apply the 
DBSCAN algorithm [5] to the Planet Four data, first us-
ing the object’s center (blotches) or base point  (fans) 
x/y coordinates, followed by a second clustering stage, 
using the angular alignment within the scene or the el-
lipse’s radii for fans and blotches, respectively.  The 
second clustering stage allows us to distinguish further 
jet deposits that erupt at a later time from the same lo-
cation, resulting in a new object with slightly different 
shape parameters. After determining which classifica-
tions are part of which clusters, for each cluster we av-
erage all cluster member’s classification data into an av-
erage object using the stored geometry marking data 
from Planet Four’s classification tools. We call this 
data-set the “gold standard”.  
Data validation: In order to assess the accuracy and 
recall rate of Planet Four and confirm the majority of 
fans and blotches present in the HiRISE observations 
are identified when combining multiple classifier mark-
ings, the science team has classified about 3% of the 
data themselves, using the exact same interface. 1,727 
Planet Four screen tiles were equally shared between the 
science team members KMA, MES and GP. Addition-
ally, 192 tiles were analyzed by all three scientists, to 
study the uncertainty in between professionals them-
selves. In Fig. 1, we show an example comparison of 
these kind of data, where we look at a histogram of how 
many objects (fans & blotches) have been identified for 
the tiles that were analyzed by all three scientists for the 
192 Planet Four tiles. While there are visible differences 
even between the scientists, the variations between them 
and the catalog results are of the same magnitude. This 
stays the same when we look at specific objects counts 
for fans and blotches alone, or when comparing specific 
marking features like object length. We therefore have 
high confidence in our fan and blotches identifications 
within the Planet Four catalog. 
 
Fig. 1: Comparing numbers of identified fans per 
Planet Four tile between experts and the catalog data 
Results: From the 221 HiRISE images, the Planet 
Four volunteers produced almost 2.8 million fan mark-
ings, that were clustered by our reduction pipeline into 
159,558 fans in our MY29/MY30 catalog.  
We have selected a sub-set of regions of interest 
(ROIs) to be analyzed by Planet Four. Below we discuss 
one of them as an example of the data we are able to 
retrieve from the Planet Four catalog.  
Example I: Giza region: An example of resulting 
combined fan directions in one of our ROIs is shown in 
Fig. 2. This ROI – called Giza region – is at southern 
latitude 84.8°, eastern longitude 65.7°. The area of Giza 
is flat on km-scale (see HiRISE DTM 
DTEPC_004736_0 950_005119_0950_A01). On the 
smaller scales, as can be seen in multiple HiRISE im-
ages taken over this area (including those that were in-
put for Planet Four) the region is covered in modulated 
bumps and small ripples. One side of this ROI is cov-
ered in yardangs. 
In Giza we do not observe significant differences in 
fan directions between MY29 and MY30. Early images 
taken before Ls=190° show very narrow histograms 
with a maximum between 300° and 310°. The maxi-
mum, which marks the direction of most fans, slowly 
shifts towards 360°.  
Conclusions: The Planet Four project has produced 
a catalog of 159,558 fans and 250,164 blotches (ellip-
ses), identifying locations of seasonal surface deposits 
produced by the CO2 jet processes occurring during 
spring in the Martian south polar region. 
For 4 of the 28 ROIs we have presented mean fan direc-
tions. In three of these, the fan deposits appear to be di-
rectly modified by near-surface winds at the time of jet 
eruption; the fourth ROI shows the strong influence of 
topography. In ROIs Ithaca, Giza, and Manhattan: The 
derived mean winds show no significant inter-annual 
variability between MY29 and MY30: their direction at 
the same Ls are the same with less than 10° variations. 
In Inca City: The mean direction of the fans coincides 
with the direction of slopes and changes over spring 
while more slopes become exposed to sunlight and cold 
jet eruptions happen. 
References: [1] Kieffer H. H. (2007) JGR 112 (E8), 
E08005. [2] Portyankina G. et al. (2017) Icarus 282, 93–
103 [3] Hansen C. J. et al. (2010) Icarus 205 (1), pp. 
283–295. [4] Aye K.-M. et al. (2018), submitted to Ica-
rus. [5] M. Ester, H.P. Kriegel, J. Sander, X. Xu, KDD 
(1996). 
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Fig. 2: Example of fan directions identified in ROI named Giza region for early and late spring of MY29 and 
MY30. Figure adapted from [4].  
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Introduction: Here,  we present a  historical  over-
view and describe  the recent  development  of  space-
related  activities  in  Ethiopia:  legislation  and  institu-
tionalization; ongoing research and development; im-
plementation plans; and, the establishment of a planet-
ary-science research group and training programme.
Historical overview: Ethiopia's desire to develop a
space programme dates back to the 1950s [1]. The first
optical telescope (4 inch wide) and geomagnetic obser-
vatory  were  built  in  1957 by  the Addis  Ababa Uni-
versity (AAU); the aim was to enhance education and
research  in  astronomy  and  space  science.  The  tele-
scope has observed many celestial objects and events
(e.g.  Halley’s  Comet  in  1985,  solar  eclipses  of  the
1959 and 1961, variable stars, etc.) as well as meas-
ured sunspot activity [2]; the geomagnetic observatory
has provided data in support of international research
in equatorial electron-jets, their normal daily variation
and micro-pulsations [3-4].
In 1965 Ethiopia supported the development of the
American  government's  deep  space  communication
station at Kagnew (aka STONEHOUSE). The station
provided  space  surveillance  and  intelligence  opera-
tions from 1965-1975, including deep space commu-
nication relays to the Luna 9 mission, a Soviet planet-
ary probe of Venus, disparate communication satellites
and various planetary spacecraft  [5]. During this peri-
od, the first Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) tracking sta-
tion was built at Bishoftu (formerly called Debrezeit).
The  station  was  one  of  only  12  global  stations
equipped by the Smithsonian Astronomical Observat-
ory  with  a  Baker-Nunn  camera. Between  1967  and
1973, the station tracked Earth orbiting satellites, as-
sisted  with  the  measurement  of  Earth's  gravity  field
(for natural  resource exploration), measured the geo-
metric  shape of  the Earth;  characterized atmospheric
density and temperature, and collected photographs of
the satellites and other astronomical objects (using the
Baker-Nunn camera).
    Recent  Developments: In  2004  the  Ethiopian
Space Science Society (ESSS) was established, with 47
founding  members.  Today, the  ESSS comprises  over
10,000 members, 19 branches and 100 space clubs and
involves  universities,  research  centers,  government
agencies  and  professional  societies  in  space-related
activities. The increasing interest of various actors in
space activities has resulted in the formulation of a na-
tional strategic-vision for space: “to [grow] Ethiopia's
home-based competence in space science and techno-
log…[in response] to national  development demand”
[6]. The principal foci include: research and graduate
training  in  geodesy,  remote  sensing,  radar  science,
space  physics,  atmospheric  physics,  astronomy,
aerospace engineering and aeronautics.
    Legislation and institutionalization: An important
step forward occurred in 2013, with the establishment
of  the  Entoto  Observatory  and  Research  Center
(EORC). The EORC was equipped with one meter di-
ameter twin optical telescopes (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. The Entoto Observatory, located near Addis Ababa. 
Image credit: A. Mamo, ESSTI.
The mandate of the observatory and research center
is to: a) enhance Ethiopia’s capabilities and competen-
cies in planetary and space sciences as well as in space
technology;  b)  develop  research  infrastructures  and
qualified  human  resources;  c)  align  the  space  pro-
gramme with national  development plans in order to
address  socio-economic  needs,  environmental  chal-
lenges and climate change issues; and, d) foster inter-
national  partnerships  and  collaborations.  Towards
these ends, the Ethiopian Space Science and Technol-
ogy Council (ESSTC) and the Ethiopian Space Science
and Technology Institute (ESSTI) were organized re-
cently.
The ESSTC provides strategic leadership and guid-
ance for the implementation of the national space sci-
ence and technology programme. The ESSTI is respon-
sible both for the development and regulation of the
space programme.
Ongoing space research and development: Ap-
plied planetary and space science research is designed
to exploit satellite data so as to address societal needs
as well as to understand Earth systems, the space envi-
ronment, solar and extra-solar systems and astronomy.
Emphasis  is  given to  applications  of  remote sensing
and spatial science for studying land-use cover change,
climate  change  and  drought,  hydrology  and  natural
disasters.
Aerospace engineering projects focus on the devel-
opment  of  remote  sensing  and  communication  satel-
lites and associated ground segments; as well as the es-
tablishment of assembly, integration and test facilities.
For example, two projects are ongoing. The first com-
prises the launch of a remote-sensing satellite in 2019.
The second is  the development  of  satellite assembly,
integration and test facilities in Ethiopia, supported by
the ArianeGroup; the latter is a joint venture between
Airbus Space and Defence,  and Safran Aerospace, a
French multinational company.
Implementation Plans: Various mechanisms will
be designed to ensure effective implementation of the
Ethiopian space programme. The main implementation
plans are to: a) increase synergies between the public
and private actors in order to maximize efficient utiliz-
ation of public resources and space infrastructures; b)
ensure alignment of the space programme with nation-
al needs; c) create appropriate monitoring and evalu-
ation system; d) strengthen international cooperation;
and  e)  enhance  participation  in  international  space
activities.
Establishing a research group and training pro-
gramme in planetary and space sciences: In May of
this year an intense two-week training course on the
history of liquid water on Mars was hosted by the ES-
STI  and  taught  by  Dr.  R.  Soare  (Dawson  College,
Canada). This was the first step in establishing a per-
manent Mars research group at the Institute  (Fig. 2),
building  a  Master’s  degree  programme  in  planetary
science,  and,  writ  large,  in  developing  an  Ethiopian
centre of excellence in planetary science. The ESSTI is
actively soliciting senior researchers and early career
(post-doctoral  scientists)  from  abroad  to  assist  with
this goal. Recently, Dr. Soare was offered and accepted
the position of adjunct professor at the Institute. The
Mars  research  group  will  work  in  tandem  with  Dr.
Soare’s team of planetary scientists on issues relating
to the cryological history of Mars and the meta-stabil-
ity of liquid water at or close to the Martian surface in
the Late Amazonian Epoch.
References: [1] Belay,  S.B.  and  Bedada,  T.B.
(2014).  A  need  assessment  survey  study  report-
Launching Post graduate programme at  EORC, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. [2] Kebede, L.W. (2002). Astronomi-
cal  Society  of  the  Pacific,  Conference  Proceedings
256. [3] Chulliat, A., Asfaw, L.M., Ayele, A., Albie, A.,
Estifanos,  A.,  Lalanne,  X.,  Savary, J.  and Truong,  F.
(n). The Addis Ababa INTERMAGNET magnetic ob-
servatory  (unpublished  report).  [4] Agbo,  G.A,
Onugwu, A.C. and Ibanga, E.A. (2017). Global Jour-
nal  of  Science Frontier  Research 17,  2249-4626.  [5]
Burke.  (1978).  The  missing  Link  22.  https://
nsarchive2  .gwu.  edu
/NSAEBB/NSAEBB501/docs/EBB-28.  [6] ESSTI.
(2018). Draft white paper: Ethiopian space policy and
strategy. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Fig. 2. The Mars Research Group, ESSTI. Image credit: T.
Bedada
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Introduction:   
Neutron and gamma ray spectrometers have been 
widely used in planetary science to determine the chem-
ical compositions of the surficial material of planets [1]. 
Gamma ray fluxes emitted by the planetary surface help 
us to map many elements of interest.  The Gamma Ray 
Spectrometer (GRS) on board the Mars Odyssey space-
craft detects the presence of H, Si, Fe, Cl, K, and Th, 
and measures their abundances and locations.  Quanti-
fying the chemical composition and abundance of 
chemical elements in the Martian crust provides unique 
understandings into the evolution processes of the crust-
mantle system and other important geological questions 
[2]. Processed data sets for element abundance are avail-
able from the Planetary Data System (PDS) repository. 
The detailed description of the data collection and pro-
cessing techniques can be found elsewhere [3]. The res-
olution of GRS element abundance maps is very low, 
i.e. 5° × 5° (around 300 km), which creates challenges 
when integrating with other Martian data types to an-
swer key science questions [1].  
The integration of multiple resolution data is a well-
studied problem in spatial statistics. The key to multi-
resolution data integration is how the method can map 
the data from low resolution to high resolution. Kyria-
kidis [4] first proposed a change of resolution model 
(area-to-point kriging) for spatial data. Goovaerts [5] in-
corporated the size and shape of the geographic entities 
in Poisson kriging, referred to as area-to-point and area-
to-area kriging. Atkinson et al. [6] applied the area-to-
point kriging for resolution improvement of remote 
sensing data. The key benefit of area-to-point kriging is 
that any low-resolution data can be converted to any de-
sired high-resolution. However, the main limitation of 
these algorithms is that they fail to address the spatial 
uncertainty and probability of occurrence of extreme 
events. Researcher has proposed different simulation-
based approaches within the area-to-point spatial statis-
tical modeling framework to model health and environ-
mental problems [7].  
Different image reconstruction techniques have 
been efficiently used for resolution improvement of 
GRS Lunar and Mars data [8]. However, the limitation 
of the image reconstruction technique is that the image 
reconstruction methods are dependent on the resolution 
of the coarser scale image.  In this study, we are propos-
ing an area-to-point [ATP] simulation approach to im-
prove the resolution of GRS data, which rely on point 
covariance.  
Method: 
In this work, ATP simulation was applied to obtain 
higher resolution GRS data. The aim of this resolution 
improvement is to compare and integrate with other 
higher resolution Martian data sets like age, geology, 
rock type, morphology etc. ATP simulation generates 
GRS element data values at a finer resolution by ran-
domly sampling from the generated conditional cumu-
lative distribution function (ccdf) under the assumption 
of normality of the prediction errors [9], where the mean 
and variance were calculated by solving the ATP 
kriging system of equations. The mean value at finer 
resolution of GRS data was obtained by a linear combi-
nation of weighted neighboring 5° × 5° coarser resolu-
tion GRS data [4]. The ordinary ATP kriging weights 
and the Lagrangian parameter were computed by solv-
ing the ordinary block kriging system that utilizes the 
block-to-block covariance and block-to-point covari-
ance. The ATP block kriging variance was obtained by 
a linear combination of block-to-block covariance, 
block-to-point covariance, calculated weights, and the 
Lagrangian parameter. The block-to-block covariance 
were numerically approximated by averaging the covar-
iance between any two points discretizing the 5° × 5° 
coarser resolution GRS data. The block-to-point covar-
iance was calculated by averaging the covariance be-
tween the estimated point and a set of points discretizing 
the 5° × 5° coarser resolution of GRS data [5]. To com-
pute these two covariance matrices, we require the point 
covariance or variogram model. It is noted that the spa-
tial variability changes with the resolution. Therefore, 
the covariance or variogram generated from 5° × 5° res-
olution cannot be used as the point variogram. In this 
study, the point variogram model was prepared by a 
variogram deconvolution operation [7].  The variogram 
deconvolution is an iterative procedure where the point 
variogram was initialized randomly and calculated a 5° 
× 5° coarser resolution variogram model from the point 
variogram (known as regularized variogram). The error 
(difference between the GRS 5° × 5° coarser resolution 
variogram and the 5° × 5° resolution regularized vario-
gram) was minimized iteratively by the deconvolution 
algorithm. The point variogram model by deconvolu-
tion method was then used for ATP simulation. 
 
Results:   
Elemental abundance data for H, Si, Fe, Cl, K, and 
Th that have been compiled into smoothed maps with 5° 
× 5° per pixel resolution was used in this study [2]. Data 
were collected from June 2002 through April 2005 and 
from April 2005 through March 2006. There is some 
missing information in Cl, K, Th, very near the poles, 
due to the extremely high concentrations of water ice. 
The missing information was filled by generating mul-
tiple equi-probable spatial simulation models and aver-
aging them to generate a mean map of the element abun-
dance. The wavelet-based multiple-point simulation al-
gorithm was applied to generate simulation values very 
near to the pole [9]. The resolution improvement was 
performed for all of the above elements; however, we 
have presented Cl results in this document due to the 
space limitation. Fig 1 shows the coarser resolution (5° 
× 5°) Cl data, where the near pole information gaps are 
filled using the wavelet-based simulation approach. The 
omni-directional variogram for the coarser scale Cl data 
in Fig 1 was calculated and fitted to a spherical model 
using weighted least square regression [7]. The point 
variogram was obtained by the deconvolution operation 
and the regularized variogram was then calculated from 
the deconvoluted point variogram model. Fig 2 presents 
an experimental variogram of coarse resolution Cl, 
coarse resolution fitted spherical model, deconvoluted 
point variogram, and the regularization variogram. Fig 
2 shows that the regularized variogram has very good 
agreement with the coarse resolution fitted spherical 
model, which demonstrates that the deconvoluted point 
variogram is well approximated. For computational 
simplicity, the ATP simulation was performed with a 
grid interval of 1.33° x 1.33°, which means the resolu-
tion can be improved 3 times from the initial Cl resolu-
tion. However, the proposed algorithm can improve the 
resolution at any scale. The top image in Fig 3 shows 
one equi-probable finer resolution Cl simulation reali-
zation. It was clearly observed from this image that the 
global structure of the coarse scale Cl data was nicely 
preserved in this simulation. The bottom image in Fig 3 
represents the average coarse scale Cl data generated 
from five finer scale simulation maps. The produced 
coarse scale Cl data is in good agreement with original 
coarse scale Cl data of Fig 1. These results demonstrate 
that the proposed ATP simulation method can be effec-
tively used for resolution improvement of GRS data and 
integrating them with other Martian data.   
Conclusion: 
We have proposed ATP simulation techniques to 
improve the resolution of the GRS data from Mars Od-
yssey mission. The key benefit, apart from resolution 
improvement, are that we can quantify the uncertainty 
in finer resolution.  
 
Fig 1: Cl GRS data, the near polar area was filled 
using multiple-point spatial statistics 
 
 
 Fig 2: Coarse resolution, point support, and regu-
larized variograms of Cl GRS data 
 
 
Figure 3: (top) Finer resolution of Cl data at 1.330 x 
1.330 using proposed area-to-point simulation method; 
(bottom) Upscale image, same resolution as Fig 1, gen-
erated from finer resolution image.  
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Introduction: Swiss Cheese Terrain, comprised of 
Swiss Cheese Features (SCFs), refers to groups of pit-
like features in the south polar ice cap of Mars. These 
features were first observed in [1]. Typically, SCFs are 
flat bottomed depressions cut into an also flat CO2 ice 
surface layer [1]. The sides of the SCF’s are generally 
steep, such that the topology often resembles the inverse 
of a mesa or butte. Sizes (in surface area) vary from less 
than one square meter to hundreds of thousands of 
square meters. Depths vary from close to zero for newly 
formed features to the order of ten meters for mature 
SCFs.  
Changes in the sizes of SCFs are governed by 
sublimation and deposition processes and the 
environmental conditions affecting them [2,3,4]. The 
change in size of SCFs occurs on a few different time 
scales. There is strong evidence of year-over-year 
growth, implying a warming (not in equilibrium) state 
for the Martian South Pole over the course of nearly a 
martian decade [5]. In addition, we find some indication 
of seasonal variability, as sublimation rates are highly 
temperature dependent. There are many other factors 
which might affect the sublimation rate of the CO2 layer. 
These include but are not limited to albedo changes, 
local topology, and martian latitude/longitude. The aim 
of this paper is to quantify the evolution of SFCs over 
time and determine the factors affecting its long term 
evolution.  
Methods: The images chosen for our study were 
taken by the High Resolution Imaging Science 
Experiment (HiRISE) camera aboard the Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter [6]. We select 103 SCFs at 10 
locations spread across the Martian South Pole. The 
sizes of the SCFs chosen span several orders of 
magnitude in area (from near one square meter to tens 
of thousands of square meters). Images are all in the 
southern hemisphere spring-fall with gaps during the 
southern winters. Areas are measured through the use of 
Photoshop or GIMP. The outer edges of the SCF are 
manually selected and the number of pixels counted 
using the histogram tool. Pixel areas are transformed to 
square meters using the pixel scale available from the 
HIRISE images. It should be noted several options of 
different edge fitting algorithms might in the future be 
adapted to the automation of area measurement for 
Swiss Cheese features [7]. However, finding the 
appropriate parameter space for accurate measurement 
is nontrivial. 
Once the area of the individual SFC was measured, 
we plotted these areas as a function of time, allowing us 
to determine the constant area evolution dA/dt for each 
feature since the derivative is following a linear trend.      
Figure 1. Change in area of SFCs over ~3 martian years in 
two different locations. The interannual evolution was 
approximated to being linear allowing to determine dA/dt. 
Results: We find changes in the area of SCFs over more 
than five martian years. Despite intra-annual variations, 
the SCFS are overly increasing in size from year to year, 
with lesser evidence of seasonal change within 
individual years (Fig. 1). This observed pattern of 
growth of the swiss cheese features, due to excess 
interannual sublimation of CO2 ice, is present across the 
entirety of the South Polar Cap. Most features and 
locations appear to show a reasonably smooth growth 
pattern, with no major spikes (Fig. 1). A few locations, 
in contrast, show a local sharp spike in growth rate after 
years of slower growth. It does appear the whole South 
Polar Cap is, during the five martian year duration of 
our data sampling, experiencing a warm period where 
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more CO2 ice is being sublimated than deposited. We 
also note that the most poleward features (above 88oS) 
exhibit a significantly lower growth rate (Fig. 2), 
although the number of observations for this region was 
limited to two samples. Therefore, these low growth 
rates were ignored in the determination of the global 
growth rate as defined below.   
 
Figure 2. Growth rates normalized to size of Swiss Cheese 
Features and binned bv latitudes. Note how the most poleward 
features exhibit a significantly lower growth rate.  
 
Figure 3. SCF dataset compared to exponential fit (dotted 
line). The linear best fit is 
𝑑𝐴
𝑑𝑡
= 0.175𝐴 (assuming the fit goes 
through zero). 
Modeling: The growth of the SCFs is measured in terms 
of a linearized change in surface area over time, with the 
slope 𝑑𝐴/𝑑𝑡 being the least squares linear fit to the full 
time range of the area data (Fig. 3). The value of 𝑑𝐴/𝑑𝑡 
in our data follows a linear law with respect to the area 
of the feature (Fig 3): 
𝑑𝐴
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝐴     (1)  
A(t)= 𝐴0 exp(𝑘𝑡)   (2) 
In the simplest (assume circular SCFs) case, this 
suggests a nonlinear increase in the radius of the SFC 
based on its size. This may partially arise from the 
geometry. If the SCFs may be described as changing 
mainly along its sloped edges (ring of radial change dr 
added to the existing radius per year), the size of the 
shell (with constant dr) compared to the total area 
becomes smaller as the area gets larger (e.g. linear case 
where dA/dt = k). However, our data appear to show dr 
(or dA) increases as a function of r, which origin remains 
unclear. From the empirical power law relationship 
between 𝑑𝐴/𝑑𝑡 and A, we derived an age function for 
the SFCs (Fig. 4) describing A(t), assuming the 
environmental conditions governing growth have not 
changed over time: 
A(t)= exp⁡[0.175 × 𝑡]   (3) 
Conclusions: The area of SFCs is measured across 
several different latitudes and longitudes on the Martian 
South Polar Cap and are shown to grow over the time 
period sampled (5 martian years). This growth is the 
result of excess sublimation versus deposition over the 
course of each Martian year. The entirety of the pole is 
consistent with this finding, although the precise 
processes governing growth remain unclear, and 
particularly why the growth law deviates from an 
expected linear trend.    
From our data, we formulated an age function (Fig. 
4) for SCFs. While the assumption of the entire Martian 
South Pole following the same growth function for 
several decades is probably not valid, this function gives 
an estimate of the relative and absolute ages of SCFs, 
and a mechanism for predicting future growth should 
environmental conditions remain constant.  
 
Figure 4. Empirical age function for the SFCs, starting at the 
resolution limit of the instrument, e.g. ~1 m2. 
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Introduction:  The mid-latitudes of Mars are host 
to martian gullies, erosion-deposition systems up to 
several kilometers long that comprise a source alcove, 
and depositional apron connected by a channel [e.g., 
5,6]. The same latitude band is shared by a wide varie-
ty of ice-related landforms, including those that resem-
ble glaciers on Earth – collectively known as Viscous 
Flow Features (VFF) [e.g., 1,2] and a blanketing de-
posit often called the Latitude Dependent Mantle 
(LDM) [e.g., 3,4]. Gullies are known to form within 
LDM deposits on steep slopes [7], but evidence for 
gullies predating the LDM is sparse [8]. In our previ-
ous work we hypothesized that glacial erosion/burial 
may have erased previous generations of gullies [9]. 
Here, we explore that hypothesis in more detail and 
find that intense glacial erosion has significantly con-
tributed to down-wasting and was likely promoted by 
pore water within substrate beneath glaciers [10]. 
Approach:  We performed a survey of High Reso-
lution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images at 
25-50 cm/pix based on the gully-database of [5] to 
identify those where gullies interact with LDM. Widths 
of the incisions into the LDM were measured to pro-
vide an estimate of the depth of the unit. We also noted 
the presence of arcuate ridges at the base of the crater 
wall - previously interpreted to be moraines and there-
fore glacial in origin [11,12]. We used topographic 
data derived from HiRISE stereopairs at 1-2 m/pix in 
order to measure the slope angle of the bedrock ex-
posed near the crater rim. We measured slopes in 11 
“glacial” (Fig. 1) craters, three “gullied” craters and 
seven “non-glacial” craters with diameters ranging be-
tween 1.7 and 20 km and not superposed on other re-
lief-forming structures (older craters, graben, mesas, 
etc.). We used superposed crater-size frequency distri-
butions [13] on ejecta blankets to estimate a crater’s 
age where an age had not already been published. 
Texturally disrupted bedrock:  Our first key ob-
servation is that LDM or “pasted-on terrain” is almost 
always found downslope of texturally disrupted bed-
rock (Fig. 1d,e). Bedrock exposures near fresh crater 
rims usually take the form of a series of “spur and gul-
ly” type alcoves and the bedrock itself is usually mas-
sive, sometimes identifiably layered, breaking off 
downslope into decametre-sized blocks (Fig. 1c). The 
texturally altered bedrock we report here usually has no 
alcoves, but if they are present they are hundreds of 
meters in width and shallow. Its exposure is smooth at 
the 1:25,000 scale, yet rubbly at the 1:5,000 scale with 
rarely any massive or layered outcrop visible. We find 
Figure 1: Crater Niquero on Mars with gullies and evidence 
of glaciation (N is up). (a) Overview in CTX image 
P03_002383_1417 with boxes indicating: (b) gullies, (c) 
unmodified bedrock alcoves, (d) inner wall and (e) outer 
wall in HiRISE image ESP_030443_1410. 
this relationship between pasted-on terrain and textur-
ally disrupted bedrock on the inner and outer walls of 
impact craters as well as other sloping terrains. 
Topographic analysis of the inner crater walls with 
texturally disrupted bedrock reveals that these walls are 
on average 4-5° lower than the conjugate crater wall 
and 6-9° lower than the average slope of “non-glacial” 
craters in our study. The same trend is observed for the 
outer crater walls; however, the slope-lowering is not 
statistically significant, probably because of the large 
variance in initial slope of the non-glaciated outer 
walls. 
We converted these slope-reductions to headwall 
retreat rates using the known length of bedrock expo-
sure and the estimated crater age. This revealed retreat 
rates of ~102 m Myr-1 equivalent to erosion rates of 
wet-based glaciers on Earth [e.g., 14] and to headwall 
retreat rates associated with extensive martian bedrock 
gully systems [15]. This is several orders of magnitude 
higher than estimates of erosion by VFF by Levy et al. 
[16] of 10-2-101 m Myr-1, which are roughly equivalent 
to cold-based glaciers on Earth. 
Pasted-on terrain and arcuate ridges:  The past-
ed-on terrain is never found extending over the crater 
rim. It infills-in depressions in the crater wall (Fig. 1d) 
and one of its most common surface textures comprises 
downslope lineations. Given the material eroded from 
the texturally disrupted bedrock should be found 
downslope, we provide an alternate interpretation that 
this unit represents a glacial remnant or perhaps till 
deposit. The presence of the arcuate ridges where the 
pasted-on terrain is found on the headwall above an 
extant VFF supports a glacial origin for the pasted-on 
terrain. By comparison to terrestrial examples [17,18] 
we find that the arcuate ridges are likely the result of 
glaciotectonic deformation of sub-marginal and pro-
glacial sediment. Conway and Balme [19] found that 
the pasted-on terrain contained between 46% and 95% 
ice by volume and our work shows that it tends to in-
crease in thickness from ~10 m at 28-30° to 40 m at 
around 60°. Such volumes of till and the presence of 
glaciotectonic deformation are consistent with glacial 
motion on Earth under wet-based conditions . We note 
that pore-water driven glaciotectonic deformation is 
particularly effective within permafrost-confined sub-
strates [17,18]. Equally the lack of other wet-based 
landforms (eskers, moraines broken by meltwater, 
meltwater lakes, etc.) argues that the quantities were 
limited to pore-water. 
Timing:  We found no convincing evidence that 
gullies predate the pasted-on terrain. Dickson et al. [8] 
reported gullies emerging from underneath the LDM, 
but we interpret these as landforms emplaced atop 
glaciers now deformed/inverted by the loss of that gla-
cial ice. The youngest “glacial” crater in our study has 
an age of ~0.5 (0.4-50) Ma, yet most of the others are 
dated at >10 Ma, hence further work is needed to as-
certain whether this glacial erosion coincides or not 
with the shift to lower mean obliquity at ~5 Ma [20]. 
Where dating is possible most gullies have been esti-
mated to be < 5 Ma [9,21,22], hence the relative stra-
tigraphy and absolute ages seem to agree. 
Conclusions:  (1) We have found evidence for sig-
nificant glacial erosion on Mars with rates equivalent 
to those for wet-based glaciers on Earth, (2) we find 
morphological evidence for the presence of pore-water 
in the form of striae on till deposits and ridges formed 
by glaciotectonic deformation, (3) we interpret the 
pasted-on terrain as being glacial in origin and hence a 
modified version of the blanketing airfall deposit called 
the LDM, and (4) the glacial erosion rates we find are 
sufficient to erase even the youngest and most well-
developed gully-systems, hence support the hypothesis 
of de Haas et al. [9]. 
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Gullies and RSL:  Gullies on Mars are kilometre-
scale erosion-deposition systems located on steep 
slopes, comprising a source area (alcove), transport 
channel and terminal fan(s) or lobe(s) (debris apron) 
[1]. Their morphological similarity to water-carved 
gullies on Earth meant they were hailed as signs of 
groundwater seepage on their initial discovery, howev-
er since that time the role of water in their formation 
has been debated [e.g., 2,3]. Recent imaging has re-
vealed that gullies are active at the present day [4,5] 
and this activity occurs during winter when tempera-
tures are too cold for liquid water or brine to form or 
flow, this suggests a possible role for CO2 ice in their 
formation [6–8]. Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) are 
dark streaks located on steep slopes that grow during 
warm seasons to hundreds of metres in length [9] for 
several metres of width. They originate at rocky out-
crops on the steepest slopes in the equatorial- and mid-
latitudes [10–12]. Once they stop growing, they fade 
and reoccur in the following year, although not neces-
sarily in exactly the same location or with the same 
extent. Their incremental growth and link to hydrated 
perchlorates [13] has led numerous researchers to pro-
pose liquid water/brine as responsible for the origin 
and growth of RSL, despite the low availability of wa-
ter in the soil or atmosphere at the time of their for-
mation. Alternate hypotheses struggle to explain the 
morphology or seasonal growth of RSL [14,15]. 
Hale Crater:  Hale Crater has a 150x125 km ob-
late form and is located at 36° latitude in the southern 
hemisphere of Mars adjacent to the Argyre impact ba-
sin. The impact creating Hale is estimated to have hap-
pened 1 Ga [16] although it could be younger [17]. 
Hale Crater is superposed on the Uzboi Vallis system, 
which is thought to have been a conduit for large vol-
umes of water as well as containing a lake system [18]. 
The crater ejecta and floor deposits show morphologi-
cal evidence consistent with water being present in the 
regolith at the time of the crater’s formation: 
 Pitted deposits on the floor and in the ejecta, inter-
preted to be the result of volatile escape during the 
interaction of the hot ejecta with water [19]. 
 Sub-kilometre fans associated with crater massifs 
(inviscid flows) attributed to overland flow directly 
following the impact [20], and  
 Fluidised ejecta deposits, thought to originate from 
the melting of ice within the hot ejecta [16,17]. 
In addition, Hale Crater contains a range of much 
younger landforms consistent with the episodic or the 
intermittently meta-stable presence of surface/near-
surface water ice and/or liquid water: including: 
protalus ramparts [21], scalloped depressions [22], 
small-scale lobes (possibly due to solifluction) [22], 
low-centred polygons [22], km-scale gullies [21,23,24] 
and RSL [13]. As a result of their morphological work 
Reiss et al. [21] concluded that the gullies probably 
formed by melting of near surface ice or snow under 
recent episodes of high obliquity. Kolb et al. [24] mod-
elled the formation of new bright slope deposits at the 
termini of gullies and concluded that “wet sediment-
rich and water-rich flows could produce the observed 
bright deposits”; however, flows of dry materials could 
not be excluded. These deposits lie below the angle of 
repose 
Hale Crater is one of the few sites on Mars where 
active gullies [25] and RSL [13] are observed concur-
rently. Typically the RSL occur on the equator-facing 
slopes of the central peak, whereas the active gullies 
are located on the eastern crater rim (Fig. 1). The den-
sity of the gullies in Hale surpasses that in any of the 
surrounding regions [26]. Hence, our choice of this 
region to perform a detailed morphological and mor-
phometric study of the gullies and RSL in the context 
of the longer aqueous history of Hale Crater. 
Data and approach:  We use a mosaic of seven 
CTX derived digital elevation models at 20 m/pix gen-
erated via the ISIS-SocetSet method described in Kirk 
et al. [27] at the Natural History Museum in London. 
Our analysis is performed in a local sinusoidal projec-
tion to minimise projection distortion. Gullies are 
mapped as polygon features as described in [26], in 
addition channel length, fan length, incision width are 
recorded. RSL were mapped as polygon features from 
HiRISE images. Slope maps were derived with window 
sizes of 3, 9, 15 and 21 pixels [28] and an aspect map 
with a window of 21 pixels. 
Preliminary results and discussion:  Gullies in 
Hale crater are dominantly pole-facing, with a signifi-
cant population E-W (more W- than E-facing) and rare 
equator-facing gullies. The RSL face predominantly 
polewards with a slight west-facing preference, they 
are occasionally found on other orientations. Gullies 
and RSL occasionally are observed in close spatial 
association . Both landforms have their source areas in 
steep rocky hillslopes. Hillslopes with gullies have 
maximum (9x9) slopes ranging from 15-65°, averaging 
36° and for RSL the slope range is 7-50° with an aver-
age of 33°. Considering the substantial difference in 
scale between these landforms (Fig. 1) the slope statis-
tics for the two landforms are indistinguishable. Fig. 2 
shows that gullies tend to be longer and less dense in 
their distribution when there host hillslope is steep. We 
found that gully fans also tend to be longer when the 
hillslope is steep. Together these results suggest that 
these steep slopes are particularly favourable for gully-
forming processes, such as the accumulation or desta-
bilisation of volatiles. 
Conclusions and future work:  The strong orien-
tation preference for both gullies and RSL suggests a 
dominant role of insolation in their formation as sug-
gested by previous workers with a preference for sun-
set-facing slopes. The fact that gully-deposits lie below 
the angle of repose, suggests a fluidising component is 
involved in their emplacement. The minimum slope 
angles for RSL are also below the angle of repose, but 
this finding needs to be verified with higher resolution 
HiRISE elevation data. In addition, we will examine 
the catchment properties of both of these landforms 
and for gullies the material into which they incise to 
further investigate the possible triggering factors for 
the flows creating these landforms. 
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Figure 1: (a) Overview of Hale Crater, CTX image mosaic. (b) Slope map from 
CTX elevation data with gullies and RSL superposed, legend to right. (c) gullies in 
Hale Crater. (d) RSL in Hale Crater. 
Figure 2: The maximum slope against 
(a) the maximum channel length and 
(b) the density of gullies, for 
hillslopes with gullies in Hale. 
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Introduction: Over the last ~decade, many small-scale 
geomorphological changes on martian sandy slopes 
have been identified and studied, occurring on ~annual 
timescales. In some sites where the timing of activity 
has been constrained to a portion of a Mars year, the 
formation of features has been tied to periods when 
frost is accumulating or sublimating [1-8]. This, to-
gether with other data such as location of these features 
within areas that are covered seasonally by frost [4,9-
10], strongly suggests that martian CO2 frost and ice, 
especially when interacting with a granular surface, is 
an effective geomorphic agent (at least during ‘Late 
Mars’) and should be considered, with wind and im-
pacts, when interpreting martian geomorphology. Ad-
ditionally, some estimates of present-day rates of activ-
ity have led to the suggestion that CO2-driven process-
es may account for many features that have previously 
been hypothesized to be ‘fluvial’ features [e.g., 4]. 
This work will summarize current results and ongo-
ing studies of martian landforms found on dunes in the 
northern hemisphere (i.e., dune alcoves and ‘troughs’) 
observed to be active over seasonal-to-decadal-
timescales and hypothesized to have activity connected 
to the accumulation and/or sublimation of seasonal 
frost. Potential connections of these features to active 
landforms in the southern hemisphere (e.g., dune gul-
lies, linear gullies, araneiforms) will be noted and im-
plications regarding hemisphere- or regional-scale CO2 
frost/ice condition differences will be discussed. 
The northern landforms: 
• Alcove-apron features have been observed to 
form annually in the north polar [6-8,11] and 
mid-latitude [12] dune fields (Fig. 1). In at least 
the polar fields, this mass-wasting is thought to 
account for 2-20% of the overall sand movement 
over the dunes [8]. Within the north polar erg, al-
cove formation has been constrained to the frost-
ed seasons, but unlike active martian dune-
gullies in the southern hemisphere which is tied 
to sublimation in late winter/early springtime [2-
5], appears to occur during early autumn [8,13].  
• ‘Troughs’ are also found to form annually, ex-
tending from the crests of the north polar dunes 
(Fig. 2). It is not yet clear if these features are 
more similar to linear gullies which form due to 
sliding/rolling of a CO2 ice block downslope [14] 
or if they are more similar to dune furrows [15-
16] extending from the margins of north polar 
dunes or araneiforms [17] seen in the southern 
hemisphere, both of which are hypothesized to 
form due to gas flow beneath a translucent CO2 
ice slab [16-21]. 
 
Figure 1. Dune alcoves in a northern mid-latitude (A) 
and polar (B) dune field. Examples shown here are 
from Lyot Crater dune field (50.3ºN, 28.9ºE, 
ESP_044334_2305) and Palma dune field (76.2ºN, 
95.4ºE, ESP_018525_2565).  
CO2 frost and ice surface-interactions: 
In this and many previous works, we have focused on 
CO2 frost and ice as a driver for observed geomorphic 
activity as this volatile makes up 96% of the martian 
atmosphere [22]; accumulates on the martian surface in 
significantly greater amounts than water frost/ice (e.g., 
compare [23] with [24]); and – when information is 
available – coincides better with the timing of surface 
landform activity. Solid CO2 can interact with the mar-
tian surface via these forms: 
• As the autumn season cools, transient (diurnal) 
frost can condense on the martian surface. Such 
frost has been observed in low latitudes [25] and 
laboratory experiments have shown it can induce 
at least small-scale mass-wasting within granular 
material at or below the angle of repose [26].  
• Seasonal frost accumulates within latitudes pole-
ward of ~30° [27], with depths increasing up to 
tens of centimeters in the polar regions [22].  
• As winter progresses, the CO2 frost anneals into 
denser slab ice [28]. The formation of slab ice 
across our studied dunes is supported by the ap-
pearance of cracks across the frosted dunes sur-
faces in the spring. 
• In the spring, blocks of CO2 ice can be cold-
trapped in alcoves, while ice on the dune slipface 
sublimes. When these ice blocks break free, they 
can slide over the warmer exposed dark sand. 
Such blocks have been observed on the martian 
surface [e.g., 3]; terrestrial field experiments have 
shown that such blocks can easily ‘hovercraft’ 
down dune slopes, carving out a track [14,29]; 
and laboratory experiments under martian winter-
time conditions show that stationary subliming 
blocks can create pits [16]. 
• Snowfall also occurs in the polar regions [30] and 
may influence some large-scale mass-wasting ac-
tivity observed on north polar dunes [13]. 
Several CO2-frost driven mechanisms have been pro-
posed as possibilities for the types of present-day mar-
tian surface activity discussed in this presentation, but 
generally the exact drivers/process(es) for feature for-
mation are still under investigation.  
In our study, we are monitoring and measuring dune 
alcove and furrow activity within both the polar and 
mid-latitudes [12,31] so as to to identify latitude-
variations in the timing/magnitude of frost formation 
and use these to constrain the relevant frost environ-
ment for causing the observed geomorphic changes. 
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Figure 2. Image of a ‘trough’ – extending down the 
stoss slope (middle arrow, at dune brink). Note that it 
curves (lower arrow) and cuts across the ripple pattern 
on the stoss slide. On the lee side, a slump/track ex-
tends from the same point, ending in an area of the 
apron that appears to have been cleared (top arrow). 
This example is from Kolhar dune field (84.7°N, 0.7°E, 
ESP_017895_2650). 
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Introduction:  One of the key questions for under-
standing recent Mars is the role of liquid water. Numer-
ous landforms have been proposed to be related to past 
or present water, and landscape assemblages similar to 
terrestrial wet periglacial landscapes have also been pro-
posed. However, observations of recent changes on the 
surface have shown active processes capable of creating 
many of the recent surface features with little or no liq-
uid water. This raises the possibility of a recent Mars 
that is largely dry, unlike virtually any terrestrial analog 
landscape.  
Recent Landforms:  Gullies: Martian gullies were 
considered some of the strongest evidence for recent liq-
uid water [1]. Scenarios including groundwater release 
and snowmelt were proposed to explain the source of 
liquid [e.g., 2-4]. However, monitoring with HiRISE 
has revealed extensive activity [5-6] (Fig. 1), including 
channel formation or extension and a variety of other 
morphologies that may relate to liquid water. The activ-
ity correlates with the presence and disappearance of 
seasonal CO2 frost [5-7]. The frequency and morpholog-
ical effects of these changes suggests that these pro-
cesses can form gullies. Changes in the orbit and obliq-
uity of Mars should cause the rate and distribution of 
seasonal-frost processes to vary. However, frost pro-
cesses like those active today may be sufficient to ex-
plain gullies on both dunes and other steep slopes.  
 
Figure 1: Gully change (bright deposit and topographic 
changes) in Hale crater at 35°S (HiRISE images 
ESP_011819_1445 and ESP_038218_1445). 
RSL: Recurring Slope Lineae are dark, incremen-
tally growing flows that occur seasonally on particular 
steep slopes [8]. This behavior is similar to seeping liq-
uid water. As with gullies, near-surface and deep origins 
for liquid water were discussed [e.g., 8-9]. However, 
analysis of RSL slopes revealed that they are very sim-
ilar to the angle of repose of sand dunes, across an order-
of-magnitude range in RSL length [10]. This suggests 
that RSL are fundamentally granular flows, although the 
details of their behavior are not yet understood.  
Scalloped depressions: Scalloped pits found primar-
ily in Utopia Planitia and south of the Hellas basin have 
been interpreted as ice-loss features due to either melt-
ing or sublimation [e.g., 11-13]. Landscape evolution 
modeling demonstrates that these landforms, as well as 
“expanded” craters, can readily be generated by subli-
mation resulting from disturbing an equilibrated ice ta-
ble, if there is a substantial layer of nearly-pure ice pre-
sent [14]. This stratigraphy has been shown to occur at 
some locations on Mars where exposed in steep scarps 
(Fig. 2), which are actively retreating today [15].  
 
Figure 2: Ice exposure in southern mid-latitudes. Bottom 
shows hard stretch of shadowed scarp revealing draped lay-
ering and unconformity, indicating past snow deposition. 
(HiRISE image ESP_050345_1230_MRGB).  
Other landforms: Lobate features on steep high-lat-
itude slopes have been proposed to be due to melting 
and solifluction processes [e.g., 16]. Boulder movement 
associated with some of these features has recently been 
demonstrated [17]. The process driving the current ac-
tivity is not yet understood but current conditions make 
substantial volumes of liquid water unlikely. Small-
scale polygons also have competing meltwater [18] or 
liquid-free [19-20] explanations.   
Discussion:  In multiple instances, Martian cold-cli-
mate landforms have been proposed to be due to sub-
stantial amounts of melting and/or flowing water, only 
for alternative models to emerge, often driven by obser-
vations of current changes. The current Martian surface 
is not conducive to significant melting [e.g., 21-22], so 
present-day activity almost certainly involves little or no 
liquid. The widespread changes and substantial mor-
phological effects suggest that, in many cases, present-
day processes are sufficient to shape the present surface. 
This does not rule out a role for liquid water in the geo-
logically recent past; however, if such water occurred, 
its effects have likely been over-printed by present-day 
processes. Although it is difficult to rule out past liquid 
water playing a role in creating young landforms, the 
features should not be taken as evidence for liquid water 
when they are actively forming or evolving without it. 
The same is true of the landscape assemblage: the con-
sistency of multiple features with a wet periglacial land-
scape has been taken as evidence supporting this model 
[e.g., 23-24]. However, if the individual components are 
due to other processes then this consistency breaks 
down. Mars may represent a landscape with no direct 
terrestrial analog, shaped by processes that can be 
shown to be active at present: wind, sublimation, and 
CO2 frost effects. The latter is thought to produce high-
latitude landforms on Mars with no terrestrial analog 
[e.g., 25], which are an important part of the landscape. 
It is less likely that past liquid water processes mirror 
the dry processes known to be occurring. A model with 
minimal liquid water in geologically recent times may 
affect the definition of Special Regions [26].  
This model for recent Mars does not mean that there 
was not liquid water in the ancient past [e.g., 27-28], or 
even in relatively recent parts of the Amazonian; for in-
stance, minor snowmelt is possible in the recent past 
[29] and special circumstances might allow basal melt-
ing of glaciers [30]. Deliquescence and thin films or in-
terfacial water may produce some liquid at present [e.g., 
31-33]. An important parameter for understanding the 
stability of ice and liquid water or trace brines, as well 
as the possibility of Special Regions, is the relative hu-
midity, which has only been measured at a few locations 
[cf. 34-35] and is not sufficiently understood planet-
wide. Changes in Mars’ orbit and axial tilt must have 
effects on surface temperature, frost and ice, atmos-
pheric density, and humidity, with corresponding varia-
tions on near-surface processes. However, bulk melting 
and water flow may not have been significant in the re-
cent past. A diverse suite of active processes is reshap-
ing the surface today with little or no liquid water. Hy-
potheses indicating more liquid in the past on the basis 
of young landforms must account for the observed 
changes occurring at present.  
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Introduction:  We previously reported [7, 10] on 
the identification of potential thermokarst depressions 
connected by channel systems on the floor of Lyot 
Crater (Fig.1, mapped in Fig.2). At first glance, these 
circular depressions on the floor of Lyot resemble 
curiously eroded terrain or secondary crater clusters. 
However, closer inspection reveals these depressions 
are flat-floored, circular-to-oblong features without 
raised rims or ejecta, connected by channels. We 
determined that these features are morphologically 
similar to terrestrial thermokarst basins and channels 
known as paleo-beaded streams. Here, we report a 
possible paleolake, associated landform assemblages, 
and the potential for hydrologic cycling.  
Figure 1: These flat-floored, round depressions connected 
by channels trend downslope (left to right) on the floor of 
Lyot Crater. HiRISE image ESP_052628_2310.  
Analog Beaded Streams. Beaded streams are 
primarily found in circum-arctic tundra with ice 
saturated substrates. Beaded streams are thermokarst 
river systems that develop perennially from uneven 
subsidence, thawing and subsequent loss of thermal 
equilibrium, of excess ice wedges [18, 20]. Beads 
commonly develop at polygon junctions, and are 
distinctly recognizable. It may take years of unusually 
warm/wet summer conditions, centuries, or long glacial 
to interglacial periods to provide the shifting climatic 
factors to significantly degrade permafrost [12].  
Mapping. We mapped the linear and circular-to-
oblong depressions in ArcGIS at CTX-resolution 
(Fig.2). The round depressions have similar diameters 
(50-600m or less) as the permafrost analogs [7]. The 
highest density of features are a few tens of km north of 
the central peak. We distinguish these depressions from 
~16 craters. We generated a CTX DTM paired to 
MOLA shot points using the Ames Stereo Pipeline and 
determined the depressions form in a dark unit on 1-6° 
slopes, with most on 3-5°. These features are best seen 
at HiRISE resolution (Fig.1). HiRISE images 
ESP_052628_2310 and ESP_052694_2310 were 
acquired in October, 2017, and ESP_055384_2310 and 
ESP_055252_2310 were acquired in May, 2018. The 
terrain surrounding the beads is warped, similar to 
dissected mantle, while the bead floors are more 
smooth and flat, with less dissection. 
 
Figure 2: Map of beaded channels (blue) N/NW of the 
central peak, gullies (red), potential inverted material and 
deposit (pink), & lake level indicators (dashed green). 
Craters are white circles. Potential thermal contraction 
polygons are light blue. Black inset is Fig.1, and white insets 
are HiRISE ESP_252628_2310 & ESP_055252_2310. 
Image centered at 29E, 50.65N. MOLA contours are 100m. 
CTX DTM colorized elevation over CTX mosaic. North is up.  
Local Landforms:  
Polygons. A variety of polygons occur in the terrain 
of the Lyot beads, gullies, & surroundings. HiRISE 
DTM 008823_2310_009245_2310 shows gully 
polygons are ~10m, low-centered, with crisp raised 
edges. A HiRISE DTM over the beads is required to 
determine polygon type, but they similarly appear low-
centered and ~10m. Lyot’s clastic polygon networks 
are studied by [4]. Polygonal troughs (~0.5 to 1 km 
diameter) southeast of the peak may be related to the 
beaded channels, or different features entirely, possibly 
‘thermal contraction polygons’ [e.g. 18]. 
Scallops. Scallops are thermokarst depressions 
indicative of ground ice degradation [5]. Lyot scallop 
asymmetry indicates pole-facing slopes received the 
greatest insolation. Scalloped depressions on Mars 
[e.g. studied by 6, 13-14, 17-19, 22, 24] are thought to 
have developed in the last <10-20 Ma by degradation 
of Late Amazonian icy terrain.  
Inverted Material/Deposit. There is a potential 
deposit (seen in HiRISE ESP_055384_2310) at the 
mouth of a channel, with a thickness of 14.27m in the 
CTX DTM. MOLA PEDR points suggest a thickness  
>10.16m. The deposit is at a similar elevation contour 
(~ -6865 m) as a potential inverted channel. 
Gullies. Central peak gullies may source from 
meltwater of the ice-rich mantling unit and/or  
snowpacks [10]. Gullies are on the slope facing the 
beaded streams.  The peak’s east-facing side is 
ungullied, and the eastern floor is un-beaded, though 
there are the potential ‘thermal contraction polygons’.  
Water Stability:  Lyot Crater formed by impact 
into a regional surface ice sheet [11, 23] during the 
Amazonian. Impact cratering can create long-term 
hydrothermal systems [1, 3, 16], which could have 
cycled water in the surface and subsurface 
environment, to produce gullies or lakes at the surface. 
The floor of Lyot is the lowest elevation in the northern 
hemisphere (-7034.8 m; MOLA PEDR). THEMIS 
temperatures in Lyot range up to 265K. With these 
temperatures at an average pressure of ~10.5mbar, 
water is stable as ice on the surface of Lyot today.  
Discussion:  
Beaded stream formation on Mars indicates long-
term freeze-thaw cycling and stable surface water 
flowing to produce the channels and deposit. The thick 
surface mantle dates the beaded streams to have 
developed on Late Mars following the last significant 
mantle deposition. The textural contrast between the 
terrain around the beads and the smooth, flat, dusty 
bead floors suggests that volatile content could still be 
preserved in the beads today. The Lyot beaded streams 
should therefore be considered exploration targets, as 
any ice remaining from the most recent freeze/thaw 
cycling on Mars, and could have also preserved 
evidence of the atmospheric state of Late Mars.  
In some beaded streams on Earth, life persists 
through winter in stable liquid water and taliks beneath 
snow- and ice-covered beaded pools, as snow cover 
increases insulation [2]. Any potential for discovering 
stable near-surface liquid water and talik makes these 
beads exciting astrobiology targets. 
Beads in Lyot form at the junctions of polygonally-
aligned channels, which appear to transition out of 
similar polygonal terrain east of the peak. This suggest 
that conditions specifically at this site allowed long-
term freeze-thaw conditions to form the beads. If pole-
facing slopes upslope of the beads were once snow/ice-
covered and received the greatest insolation, as 
indicated by scallops, perhaps this provided repeated 
meltwater influx through the beaded streams.  
The terminal margin of the beaded channels, the 
top of the potential inverted channel and deposit (and 
possibly the ejecta of a crater) correspond to elevation 
contours between -6960 and -6825 m, which we 
interpret to be the rough boundary of a paleolake. 
Gulick et al., (2018)[10] proposes the lake’s water or 
ice could have evaporated or sublimed and precipitated 
on the west-facing central peak, becoming a snowpack 
meltwater source for gullies [10], is similar to the 
scenario proposed to explain the formation of the late 
volcano valleys (esp. on Alba Patera) on Mars [8, 9].  
Conclusion: Beaded streams in Lyot may provide 
additional information for understanding Late Mars 
climate, in particular the long-term stability of active 
liquid water on the surface. The potential for preserved 
material beneath the beaded streams makes this site of 
value for exploration and astrobiology targeting.  
A potential inverted channel, a deposit, the 
elevation at which beads stop forming, as well as a 
textural distinction, suggest there was a paleolake at 
about -6800m elevation on the floor of Lyot. Water 
from the lake may have been cycled to be deposited on 
the western flank of the central peak, which may have 
contributed to the latest gully formation [10]. 
Surface water ice is stable here today. Max 
temperatures would need to rise 8K to permit liquid 
water or rise 16K to permit sublimation. We identify 
sublimation features throughout Lyot. The last 
sublimation phase may have eliminated surface water. 
Beaded streams form as the result of multiple seasonal 
freeze-thaw cycles. The age of the beaded streams and 
recent freeze-thaw in Lyot may be bracketed by the 
duration of recent freeze-thaw processes in Lyot, the 
timing of the most recent sublimation phase, the 
emplacement of the most recent massive mantling unit, 
and by the Amazonian impact age of Lyot Crater itself.  
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Introduction:  The role  liquid water played in the 
formation of gullies in Mars’ recent geological history 
continues to be actively debated nearly two decades af-
ter their discovery. Numerous global studies have 
mapped  their distribution inspiring numerous hypothe-
ses to explain their formation (for recent reviews see [1, 
21]).  However, the diversity of gully morphologies  has 
led many to conclude that gullies likely formed by mul-
tiple processes. To better understand the relative im-
portance of various gully formation and modification 
processes, we have been conducting detailed morpho-
logic and morphometric studies of gullies in a variety of 
environmental settings on Mars using HiRISE and CTX 
images and DTMs. Studied gully locations include: the 
slopes Palikir Crater [12, 13, 14], Corozal Crater [18], 
Moni Crater [19, 20], the central peak of Lyot crater [3, 
4], along the western rim of a polar pit (Sisyphi Cavus), 
two gully systems in Hale Crater [2], and the central pit 
and western rim of Asimov Crater [15]. For comparison, 
we also studied gullies on the Kaiser dunes and a large 
gully on the Matara dunes [17].  
Here, we summarize some of our findings based on 
study of several integrated gully sites [2]. We then fur-
ther explore the gullies on the central peak of Lyot 
Crater [3, 4] and identify adjacent landforms that are 
consistent with free/thaw processes [5, 6]. Based on 
these observations, we propose a local atmospheric hy-
drologic cycle associated with a potential ice-covered 
paleolake.  
Drainage Systems: 
Using HiRISE and CTX images, we produced de-
tailed drainage maps of gully systems (see Figure 1, for 
example). Close-ups of these maps (Figure 2) reveal that 
the gully systems on the crater slopes and on the central 
peaks form complex, highly integrated and ordered, 
tributary systems in the source regions with fingertip 
tributaries merging into progressively larger tributaries 
which eventually all merge into the main gully channel. 
The main gully channel is incised along the mid-sec-
tions and forms channels with levees on the aprons tran-
sitions when viewed close up at HiRISE resolution. 
Several aspects of the observed morphology are con-
sistent with water erosional processes operating within 
a fluvial system. Integrated drainage and debris aprons 
that are heavily dissected by channels with levees are 
both consistent with fluvial activity where flow from 
confined to unconfined at a sudden decrease in slope. 
As flow spreads out on the apron, water infiltrates and 
evaporates, sediment concentration increases and flow 
behaves more like a debris flow. 
  
 
Longitudinal Slope Analysis: 
In our previous [2] and current research, we found that 
most gullies we’ve studied have concave profiles. Devi-
ations in the longitudinal profiles generally correlate to 
areas where the gullies have incised through strati-
graphic layers.  We also found that gullies in our study 
regions formed on alcove slopes less than ~25° and  on 
apron slopes less than ~16°. This is significantly less 
than the angle of repose needed to initiate (~33°) and to 
maintain dry flows (apex fan slopes >21°) under Mars 
gravity [7]. 
We also note several interesting correlations and as-
sociations in our study locations. When we compare the 
individual gully volumes with their associated debris 
aprons, the gully volumes are significantly larger than 
the apron volumes [2, 10]. We have attributed the dis-
crepancy in volumes to the initial water, ice, and volatile 
Figure 1:Detailed drainage maps of gully systems 
on Palikir crater (left) and on the central peak of 
Lyot crater (right). 
Figure 2: Examples of integrated gully systems on the 
central peaks of Hale (left) and Lyot (right) craters 
as mapped using HiRISE images. See [16] for details 
on Hale gully system. Close up of gully area one of 
Lyot central peak in Figure 1. 
volumes contained in the system that were lost to the 
system during gully formation [2]. In contrast, in the 
two dune gullies we studied, the apron volumes are sim-
ilar to or larger than their gully volumes.  
To better understand the potential paleo-environ-
ments associated with gully formation on Mars, we are 
carrying out detailed mapping of the regions surround-
ing the gully systems. Here, we report on some of our 
results based on mapping other associated landforms in 
the Lyot central peak region (Figure 3). 
Potential Thermokarst Landforms and Paleolake 
in the Central Peak Region of Lyot Crater: 
Based on our recent mapping of Lyot Crater’s cen-
tral peak region, we have identified flat-floored, circu-
lar-to-oblong depressions, which are connected by 
channels [5, 6, 3]. These potential thermokarst land-
forms are morphologically similar to beaded streams on 
Earth. The terminal margins of these bead and channel 
systems flow southwards towards a region which is the 
lowest elevation in the northern hemisphere (~-7000 m 
in elevation). The gullies which preferentially form on 
the western side of the central peak also mostly flow to-
wards this region. The beaded streams and other associ-
ated landforms terminate at an elevation of ~6800 m.  
We suggest that this may represent the margin of a 
paleolake that may have existed during a period of 
higher obliquity. Winds blowing over an ice-covered 
lake towards the peak region could evaporate/sublimate 
sufficient water vapor to deposit as snow at a cold trap 
on the western central peak slopes at ~ 1.7  to 2 km 
higher elevation. This snow could have melted season-
ally. According to Fig. 14 in Gulick et al 1997 [11], if 
we assume a current surface temperature of 265 K on 
the floor of Lyot Crater, snow could accumulate at 2 km 
higher in elevation on the central peak over a similar 
area at rate of over a meter/year of equivalent water. Es-
timated sublimation rates from the snowfield on the cen-
tral peak region of Lyot are on order of 10s of cm/year. 
Clearly more sophisticated regional modeling is re-
quired to examine this possibility. 
Could liquid water have ever been stable enough to 
flow on the surface of Lyot crater? Haberle et al. [11] 
addressed the stability of water on Mars with respect to 
freezing or boiling and stated that liquid water need not 
be stable with respect to evaporation, but only with re-
spect to boiling and freezing. They pointed out, that liq-
uid water is generally not stable on Mars or Earth with 
respect to evaporation, as the lower limit of liquid water 
stability is defined by the freezing curve and is inde-
pendent of ambient pressures. Furthermore, the boiling 
point is the temperature at which the saturation vapor 
pressure equals the total external pressure, regardless of 
the external pressure source. They estimated that the 
temperature and pressure range in which liquid water 
could exist on Mars is between the triple point of water 
at 273 K and 6 mbar and 283 K and ~12 mbar. Within 
this range, the total pressure can be supplied by CO2, 
and water vapor need not be present to stabilize liquid 
water against boiling. Haberle et al. estimated that the 
surface pressure on the floor of Lyot Crater does exceed 
10 mbar.  
We analyzed the available TES surface pressures 
and temperatures and THEMIS temperature data over 
the central peak of Lyot Crater and found that surface 
pressures ranged between ~9 and ~11 mbar. TES sur-
face temperatures ranged up to ~276 K and THEMIS up 
to ~265 K. This enters a favorable range where liquid 
water is stable against boiling. In fact, we find that 
nearly 90% of TES pressure values exceed 10 mbar on 
Lyot central peak regions [3].  
We are continuing to explore this potential water 
source. This mechanism if correct would also have im-
portant astrobiological and paleoclimatic implications 
for late Mars geologic history. 
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Figure 3: Left: Map showing locations of gullies, poten-
tial snow pack and peak area, potential paleolake levels, 
thermokarst channels and depressions (beaded streams) 
and other channel forms. Right: CTX DTM showing gul-
lies, potential paleolake levels and other landforms . 
 
Mars’ orbital frequency modulates orbital frequencies of its 
satellites and determines their characteristics tied to their 
position relative to the Roche limits (ragged Phobos and 
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       As all cosmic bodies in Universe move in several periodic orbits of wave nature with very different orbiting 
frequencies they are affected by modulated waves. They appear as predicted by radio wave physics. The modulation 
is division and multiplication of the higher frequency by the lower one. As a result, along with main frequencies ap-
pear two side frequencies with corresponding them tectonic granules. Examples are on surfaces of Saturn, Jupiter 
(cloudy covers) Pluto, the Moon, Titan, Ceres, Churyumov-Gerasimenko comet core [2, 3]. Now we show the modu-
lation effects on Phobos and Deimos.  
      On Phobos a series of crossing troughs and crater chains is well presented. They cover the entire satellite surface 
by a kind of wavy cloak – a drying apple (Fig. 1).  This shrinkage of the gaining speed falling on Mars satellite is due 
to necessity to keep the angular momentum [4]. Thus, the body’s radius must diminish and the body shrinks and 
abundantly degases (numerous craters witness this). This occurs not chaotically but in form of regular crossing in 
four directions waves inscribed in a drying diminishing its surface sphere.  Smallest wave forms concordant with the 
highest orbital frequency of the satellite (1/7.65 hours) still are not visible. However, modulated side waves and cor-
responding them forms (troughs and “craters «chains) are visible. 1/7.65 : 1/16488  (circummartian frequency) gives 
the side frequency 1/2155 and corresponding granule size 16.5 m (the scale is the Earth with the orbital frequency 
1/1 year and the corresponding wave length πR/2 or the granule size πR/4).The smallest visible features (troughs and 
“craters”) in Fig.1 are about 15 m.  Along with them also are numerous wider troughs marking earlier more distant 
orbits of the satellite with the lower frequencies.  
    Two modulated frequencies of Deimos are interesting in that the corresponding them granules are: for the smallest 
(0.038 m), too fine and making smooth surface and, for the large (34.6 m), hardly visible as grids under the soft 
damping cover of fine dust material and blocks (Fig. 2, 3, 4). These grids are better visible along brinks of the image 
(Fig. 2-4). Presence of mainly two sizes of fragments (dust and blocks-bifurcation of sizes) also proves an action of 
two distinct modulated structuring frequencies. The dust cover is mainly discarded on shrinking Phobos and grows 
on Deimos. The first diminishes orbit radius, the second, in contrast, keeps it or slowly increases (different tenden-
cies of angular momenta development).   
     Phobos diminishes the radius of its orbit eventually crossing the Roche limit for the “liquid” (actually porous 
dusty) cover and losing it. The squeezed folded peeled bedrock outcrops (Fig. 1). Deimos, on the contrary, far from 
the limit, keeps its dusty cover (Fig. 2). 
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Fig.1.  Phobos. ESA/DLR/FU Berlin (G. Neukum). Radii 14 х 11 х 10 km.  
Fig.2. Deimos. PIA11826-Deimos.jpg. Radii 8 х 6 х 6 km. 
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Fig. 3, 4. Deimos (Fig. 4-an enlarged portion of  Fig. 3) 
THE MOST RECENT GLACIATION IN THE MIDLATITUDES OF MARS: NEW AGE CONSTRAINTS.  
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Introduction:  Viscose flow features (VFF) [1] are 
abundant in martian midlatitudes in association with 
steep slopes. They have been interpreted as a result of 
glacial-like flow of ice (debris-covered glaciers) or ice-
rich debris (rock glaciers) [e.g., 2]. They are related to 
and likely share the same origin with more extensive 
features: concentric crater fill, lineated valley fill, and 
high-latitude icy mantles. [3-5]. Systematic analysis of 
flow pattern [6] indicated accumulation of glacial ice 
on pole-facing slopes in 30° - 45° zones in both hemi-
spheres, and more symmetric accumulation at slopes of 
all orientation at latitudes higher than 45°. Formation 
of VFF and related features have been attributed to 
periods of higher spin axis obliquity, when H2O ice 
was not cold-trapped at the poles, in contrast to the 
present epoch. More detailed modeling [7] attribute 
mid-latitude glaciation to transitional epochs, when 
obliquity decreases, and ice migrates from massive 
tropical mountain glaciers to the poles.  
VFF-forming glaciation episodes are geologically 
young, of Late Amazonian age. Accurate dating of 
those deposits is inherently difficult. The application of 
crater counting to these deposits is difficult and inaccu-
rate for the following reasons: (1) the crater counting 
areas are small, and dating has to rely on small craters, 
for which contamination by secondaries may be signif-
icant; (2) craters in icy material can be significantly 
altered, and their original sizes may differ from the 
observed [8]; (3) some craters may be obliterated by 
post-emplacement deposit modification, for example, 
due to sublimation of ice [9]; this is actually supported 
by the observed size-frequency distributions of those 
craters. Here we use a different approach: we count 
large craters that postdate the most recent glacial epi-
sodes. Using large unmodified craters completely elim-
inates the problems listed above. 
Search for post-glaciation craters: We systemati-
cally searched for large (D > 4 km) post-glaciation 
craters in 40°-45° latitudinal zones in both hemi-
spheres. These zones are deep within areas of very 
abundant VFF, and it is reasonable to suggest that 
morphologically fresh craters with steep walls and 
without any signs of glaciation postdate the most recent 
glacial episodes at these latitudes. The total number of 
craters with D > 4 km in both selected zones is ~3400, 
according to the global catalog of impact craters on 
Mars by S. Robbins [10], and visual assessment of 
their morphology is impractical. We measured [11] a 
“typical steep slope” of the northern and southern walls 
of all impact craters in the 4 – 32 km diameter range 
using individual topographic profiles from MOLA. 
Crater wall steepness decreases with crater age due to 
degradation processes. Old (Noachain) craters have 
degraded, gently-sloping walls. The majority of post-
Noachian craters in the midlatitudes (35° - 45°) have 
significant asymmetry of slopes: pole-facing slopes are 
gentle and equator-facing slopes are steep [12]. Usually 
such craters with asymmetric walls have significant 
asymmetric glacial deposits. Craters with steep walls 
and no wall slope asymmetry are the youngest. have 
steep walls and no asymmetry. We expect that all cra-
ters predating glaciation have symmetric steep walls.  
Among all craters (4 km < D < 32 km) in the 40° – 
45° latitude zones, only 43 craters had both northern 
and southern walls steeper than 30°. We assessed the 
presence of glacial features in those craters using CTX 
images. Minor VFF were sometimes hidden in the 
shadowed parts of the craters, and we had to select 
images taken in summer (when the shadows were 
shorter) or in dusty season (when the shadows were 
illuminated by scattered light).  
The majority of the steep-wall craters still con-
tained VFF (see example in Fig. 1). We found only 
four (4) craters without VFF, all in the northern hemi-
sphere. Two (2) of them (D = 6.6 km, Fig. 2, and D = 
8.9 km) were young: they postdated all surrounding 
features and units; their proximal ejecta layers had 
crisp, unaltered small-scale textures; their proximal 
secondary caters were sharp and unmodified; all impact 
craters superposed over proximal ejecta were sharp, 
very small, and very rare. We concluded that these two 
craters likely postdated the latest glaciation. The other 
two VFF-free craters were larger (11.6 km and 21 km) 
and lacked the previously described morphological 
features characteristic of very young craters. Probably, 
VFF there were absent or unrecognizable due to some 
local peculiarities other than the age. 
Age estimates:  Two craters make poor statistics, 
which resulted in wide confidence intervals for the age, 
however, since we use only large craters, the underly-
ing assumptions for crater dating method are firm, and 
the confidence intervals are robust. We assumed 90% 
confidence level and used equations for confidence 
intervals listed in [13]; those equations are correct for 
small number of craters. We multiplied the confidence 
interval boundaries obtained by a factor of 1.29 to ac-
count for craters missed from the survey due to gaps 
between the MOLA profiles. We assumed the Neukum 
production and chronology functions for Mars as pre-
sented in [14] to recalculate crater density into age. 
Finally, we divided the lower boundary and multiplied 
the upper boundary by 1.41 to account for the factor of 
two uncertainty in the chronology function [14].  
Two (2) craters postdating glaciation (in both lati-
tudinal zones) resulted in a 90% confidence interval of 
3.2 Ma– 65 Ma for the mean age of the latest glacia-
tion event in 40° - 45° latitudinal zones. If we addition-
ally assume that the mean age is the same for the north-
ern and southern zones, we can obtain a somewhat nar-
rower interval by taking the lower boundary from the 
two (2) glacial deposit-postdating craters in the N zone 
and the upper boundary from the absence of postdating 
craters in the S zone. This gave 6.5 Ma – 56 Ma con-
fidence interval.  
Discussion: In [15] a somewhat similar approach 
resulted in ~110 Ma mean age for the latest glaciation 
episode, older than the upper boundary of our confi-
dence intervals. That estimate, however, was for a wid-
er, 30°N – 50°N latitude zone. In its southern part 
(30°N – 40°N) the latest glaciation may occur signifi-
cantly earlier, than in our zones, thus shifting the mean 
age. Some VFF-free craters included into counts in 
[15] may lack VFF deposits due to some local peculiar-
ities rather than the young age, which also would affect 
the result. 
The age of the glaciation obtained excludes glacia-
tion in the recent epoch of modest obliquities; appar-
ently, obliquity greater than at least ~40° is needed for 
glaciation at 40° – 45° latitude. However, according to 
[16] obliquity above ~50° are highly unlikely during 
the last 50 – 70 Ma, therefore obliquity of 40 – 50° is 
sufficient for glaciation. The ages constraints are also 
consistent with the latest glaciation being related to 
migration of ice from the tropics to the poles in re-
sponse to the mean obliquity change [7]. 
Our survey showed that there are craters with sym-
metric steep walls and minor VFF deposits, and asym-
metric craters with significant glacial deposits. This 
argues for repeating multiple glaciation episodes 
through geologically long time period, in consistency 
with more quantitative conclusions from [15].  
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Fig. 1 Young crater (43.05°N, 119.24°W, D = 8.3 km) 
with a minor VFF on SW wall. Portion of CTX image 
B20_017571_2233_XN_43N119W 
 
Fig. 2. Young crater (43.25°N, 134.21°W, D = 6.6 km) 
with no evidence of glaciation. Portion of CTX image 
J03_046028_2235_XN_43N134W. 
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Introduction:  Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) are 
relatively dark flows on steep slopes with low albedos 
(minimal dust cover), typically originating at bedrock 
outcrops [1, 2].  Individual linea are up to a few meters 
wide and up to 1.5 km long.  RSL recur annually (by 
definition) over the same slopes. The lineae grow 
gradually or incrementally over a period of several 
months, usually during the warmest time of year for 
the particular latitude and slope aspect, then fade (and 
often disappear) when inactive.  This pattern repeats 
over multiple years, with varying degrees of interannu-
al variability.  They are often associated with pristine 
small gullies or channels that are otherwise rare on 
equatorial slopes.  Hundreds of individual lineae may 
be present over a local site, and thousands in a single 
HiRISE image, and there are hundreds of likely RSL 
sites.  Hydrated oxychlorine salts have been interpreted 
as present in data from CRISM (Compact Reconnais-
sance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars) [3] at four sites 
[4].  Some RSL leave relatively bright deposits on the 
slopes [5, 6] (Fig. 1). 
 
Figure 1: RSL with bright deposits in Krupac Crater.  
 
RSL are common in the southern middle latitudes 
where they are most active in southern summer on 
equator-facing slopes, the equatorial region where ac-
tivity is usually timed to when the local slope receives 
the most insolation, and in Acidalia/Chryse Planitia 
with activity in northern spring and summer [7].  RSL 
are classified as “fully confirmed” when incremental or 
gradual growth, fading, and yearly recurrence have all 
been observed [2].  They are called “partially con-
firmed” when either incremental growth or recurrence 
have been observed, or “candidate” sites when they 
resemble RSL in single images but changes have not 
been observed or only fading has been seen. The iden-
tification of RSL depends on ~30 cm/pixel orbital im-
ages from the High Resolution Imaging Science Exper-
iment (HiRISE) [8] on the Mars Reconnaissance Or-
biter (MRO).   
 
How long do they recur?  RSL have been ob-
served to recur for up to 5 Mars years, from MY29-33, 
but there is no upper limit on how long recurrence may 
continue. If activity usually ceases after a certain peri-
od of time, then that would constrain the quantity of 
material needed (water, salt, or solid grains) or its re-
plenishment rate.  An indirect estimate may be possi-
ble, assuming that the RSL activity lifetime is random 
across Mars.  There are no fully confirmed RSL sites 
where activity is known to have ceased, although the 
level of activity has decreased in places.  Slopes in 
some sites appear inactive after RSL were apparent in 
a prior year, but those features may not have ever met 
the definition of fully confirmed.  There are ~20 fully 
confirmed RSL sites that have been well monitored 
over at least 3 Mars years, and none has ceased activi-
ty.  If the average lifetime is 100 Mars years, then 3% 
of the sites should cease in 3 years; 0.03 x 20 = 0.6 site 
turned off versus none observed, so the mean lifetime 
is probably of order, or exceeds, 100 Mars years [6].  
 
How Do RSL form?  Melting of shallow ice is un-
likely, because the ice should be long gone from these 
locations. Groundwater seepage is problematic at many 
locations where RSL originate at topographic high 
points.  Deliquescence likely happens on Mars, but 
produces tiny amounts of liquid.  A dry granular flow 
model [9] avoids the problem of explaining the origin 
of significant water, but the incremental or gradual 
growth, rapid fading, and yearly recurrence are not 
easily explained.   
We seem to have contradictory constraints on the 
origin of RSL: presence of hydrated oxychlorine salts 
[4] and topographic evidence for cohesionless granular 
flows [9].  Perhaps small amounts of water serve to 
trigger granular flows as in lab experiments [10], but 
those experiments required more water than can rea-
sonably be expected from deliquescence on Mars.  
Perhaps deliquescence concentrates in the shallow sub-
surface [11] or expansion of hydroscopic salts can de-
stabilize overlying grains.  Only relatively small forces 
may be needed to initiate movement on angle-of-
repose slopes with a surface layer of low-cohesion 
grains.   
The annual recurrence of RSL is difficult to explain 
in all of the models discussed above.  RSL activity is 
depleting something, either water, salt, or small grains, 
which must be replenished for recurrence.  Grains can 
be produced by eroding the small gullies, or by more 
distributed erosion that doesn’t create detectable gul-
lies, but what could cause sufficient erosion?  Erosion 
rates on Mars are 3-30 nm/yr in Meridiani Planum [12] 
and ~100 nm/yr for relatively bright sedimentary rocks 
[13].  Erosion of 100 nm/yr seems far from sufficient 
to sustain the yearly RSL activity.  Although loose 
grains will be eroded faster than bedrock, RSL activity 
removes those grains, which must be replenished.   
In conclusion, RSL probably extend down slopes 
as granular flows, and the timing of their activity and 
albedo changes may involve salty water, but an exact 
mechanism is still not understood.   This lack of under-
standing hinders attempts to evaluate habitability.   
 
Implications for Habitability:  If RSL are seeps 
of water from extensive shallow aquifers [7] or melting 
of vapor-transported ice or frozen brine [14], then they 
mark the most promising locations on Mars for pre-
sent-day habitability.  However, these models seem 
highly unlikely.  If RSL are largely dry granular flows, 
perhaps triggered by or otherwise associated with 
small amounts of brine, then prospects for life-as-we-
know it are poor within the RSL because the water 
activity is low.   However, there is evidence consistent 
with water and its source is not understood, so we can-
not rule out the idea that habitable environments tran-
siently exist in the vicinity of RSL. 
For known terrestrial life, key limits are tempera-
ture (T) and water activity (aw); limits recommended to 
define Special Regions (with margin) are T > 245K 
and aw > 0.5, anytime in the past 500 years [16].  There 
is no question that surface temperatures often exceed 
245 K when RSL are active, so water activity is the 
main constraint.   Most previous studies have favored 
the hypothesis that RSL are associated with salty water 
in some manner, given the temperature-dependent ac-
tivity, albedo changes, and association with transient 
hydrated salts, but have not explained the origin of 
sufficient water for downhill seepage.  If only a tiny 
amount of water from deliquescence is present, then 
these brines should have a low aw [16, 17] and would 
not be considered habitable.  Ionic strength may be a 
barrier to water availability in brines even when the 
water activity was biologically permissive [18].  Nev-
ertheless, discussion has continued about possible pre-
sent-day life on Mars supported by hygroscopic salts 
(see references in [6]) and the RSL mark locations with 
hygroscopic salts and temperatures permissive of life.  
 
Should RSL sites be treated like Special Regions 
(SRs)?  A Mars Special Region is defined as “A region 
within which terrestrial organisms are likely to propa-
gate, or a region which is interpreted to have a high 
potential for the existence of extant martian life 
forms.” [15, 19].  Confirmed and partially-confirmed 
RSL sites are considered “uncertain” SRs, which must 
be treated like known SRs.  Designating only parts of 
Mars as SRs (or uncertain SRs) has facilitated surface 
exploration in equatorial regions where no SRs were 
suspected to exist prior to 2010.  The discovery of RSL 
has altered that paradigm, and there are now locations 
treated as SRs scattered throughout equatorial low-
albedo regions of Mars, the most favorable landing 
regions, and more are being discovered as more 
HiRISE images are acquired. The current COSPAR 
study committee recommendation is to evaluate every 
candidate landing or exploration site with any linear 
and relatively dark slope feature on a case-by-case 
basis [15].  This includes nearly every slope on Mars.  
Currently, even weak RSL candidates such as those in 
Gale crater [20] are being treated like SRs [21]. Some 
workers [22] say NASA’s Planetary Protection stand-
ards are counterproductive because they inhibit the 
search for life, for which there is some urgency if peo-
ple will soon visit Mars.   
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Introduction:  The thermal inertia (TI) of a plane-
tary surface layer is a compound function of the near-
surface regolith thermal conductivity, density and spe-
cific heat.  Of these terms, thermal conductivity varies 
most greatly as a function of grain size, porosity and the 
bulk structure of the regolith.  Observations of the mar-
tian surface show a nearly two order of magnitude vari-
ability in surface thermal inertia between the low values 
of dusty, loosely aggregated surface material and high 
values of coherent bedrock and/or surface ice.  Varia-
tions in TI on present-day Mars affect the size and tim-
ing of areas for which surface temperatures exceed the 
melting point temperature of water (273 K), and it is 
reasonable to expect that these areas will evolve over 
geologic time.  Over shorter timescales on the order of 
106-107 years, we propose an obliquity-driven cycle of 
surface evolution that drives variability in surface TI, 
and suggest that the availability of meltwater at the sur-
face in Mars’ recent past may be more restricted than 
current numerical models suggest. 
Background:  In order to understand the behavior 
of the martian environment, scientists use general circu-
lation models (GCMs) to simulate Mars’ climate, e.g. 
[1-3]. These models, typically based on terrestrial cli-
mate models, but modified to incorporate martian phys-
ics, require knowledge of martian surface conditions—
parameters like surface albedo, TI and topography. 
Studies of both early and late Mars paleoclimates gen-
erally assume present-day surface conditions, princi-
pally because it is assumed that we lack a more refined 
understanding of historical conditions.  While it is true 
that we lack direct observations of surface properties at 
times in the martian past, we can, alternatively, make 
guided inferences about recent (10’s My ago) surface 
conditions based on our knowledge of martian orbital 
history (Figure 1), and the nature of remnant surface de-
posits dated to these periods.  Together, these can be 
used to make educated adjustments to present-day sur-
face properties that are consistent with an historical 
Mars environment. 
We may reasonably expect differences in surface 
properties to manifest as a result of the short-term, or-
bitally driven climate cycle on Mars (i.e. the obliquity 
cycle) which redistributes volatiles across the surface on 
106-107 year cycles [4-6].  During periods of low obliq-
uity (under which the present 25° obliquity state may be 
classified) surface ices are primarily confined to the po-
lar regions and, seasonally, to the high-mid latitudes.  
However, during periods of higher obliquity (>~35°) the 
region where such surface ices are stable migrates equa-
torward.  Models suggest deposits of ice in tropical lo-
cations—at the tops of the Tharsis Montes and in other 
select locations [5-6]. As the martian obliquity varies 
with time (Figure 1), such deposits migrate in such a 
way so as to track the latitude(s) of minimum insolation.  
From Figure 1, we see that the last period of higher 
obliquity was ~5 Ma ago.  From that time to the present, 
the planet has experienced a secular decrease of its mean 
obliquity, down to its present-day value of ~25°. 
Results:  Of particular interest to the present work 
is not the change in surface properties due to the redis-
tribution of high TI ice but, rather, the effect on the sur-
face once exposed ice has been removed.  Such residual, 
indurated surface material (i.e., duricrust) is widely ob-
served across the martian surface, broadly at mid-lati-
tudes [7-8].  Duricrust can be formed from having both 
surface salts and more water-rich conditions.  The for-
mer is widely observed on Mars [9], and the latter may 
be found during these higher obliquity periods in mar-
tian history [5, 10].  The combination of moisture and 
salt will cause loosely aggregated surface material 
(dust) to bind together.  Because of the enhanced phys-
ical contact between surface grains, the regolith thermal 
conductivity, and, hence, TI, increases.  This serves to 
decrease the peak-to-peak range in both diurnal and an-
nual temperatures (Figure 2). 
Presently, on Mars, we observe some regions with 
indurated material, and others blanketed with dust.  This 
suggests an ongoing process of disaggregation and ero-
sion of the bound material back into its constituent dust 
particles through what is likely an aeolian process [7].  
In the absence of adequate moisture in the local envi-
ronment, such as when obliquity is low, this erosion is 
irreversible (until, perhaps, the next rise in obliquity).  
This dusty material has a lower thermal inertia, and a 
greater peak-to-peak diurnal temperature range than its 
precursor, and is the condition we presently observe on 
Mars.  Helping to maintain this state may be the pres-
ence of nighttime CO2 frost, as observed by [11].  Tur-
bidization of the near-surface material from diurnal dep-
osition and sublimation of CO2 frost maintains a dis-
aggregated surface, and helps prevent reformation of in-
durated surface material. 
Discussion: Together, this is consistent with a pat-
tern of behavior on 106-107 year timescales—at least in 
recent Mars history—when surface properties such as 
TI, are regulated by the obliquity cycle (Figure 2).  Dur-
ing periods, and in regions, of higher overall TI, such as 
those anticipated in the mid- to low latitudes following 
a period of high obliquity, peak surface temperatures 
will not reach values as high, or on as broad a scale, as 
present-day Mars, which has had more time to disaggre-
gate the surface and lower the average TI.  This makes 
it more difficult to reach the frost point temperature, and 
to support liquid water at the martian surface (Figure 3) 
during periods immediately following high obliquity 
excursions, even with the availability of near-surface re-
sidual water ice deposits.  Slowly, with time, this sur-
face is broken apart, and will revert to a ‘dustier’ condi-
tion of more loosely bound material.  Peak diurnal and 
seasonal temperatures will therefore slowly rise over 
time.  Likewise, minimum diurnal and seasonal temper-
atures will drop, which may help cold-trap volatiles 
such as CO2 ice at the surface, nurturing the 
turbidization process described above, and maintaining 
the disaggregated surface.  Given this behavior, then, 
the likelihood of observing liquid water on present-day 
Mars may be higher today than it was several million 
years ago. 
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Figure 1:  Obliquity of Mars for the past 20 Ma.  Pre-
sent-day obliquity is ~25°.  Data from [4]. 
 
 
Figure 2:  Notional timeline for evolution of martian 
surface over obliquity cycles, showing the processes 
modifying the surface.  Red/green/blue loops show rel-
ative values (low to high) of peak temperature, obliquity 
and TI over the obliquity cycle. 
 
 
 
Figure 3:  Map view of Mars from MarsWRF GCM 
simulations showing number of days per year for which 
peak daytime temperature >273 K and surface pressure 
>610 Pa for (left) present-day TI map and (right) higher 
TI map. The right panel is consistent with more indu-
rated surface material.  Differences represent those ar-
eas where liquid water can no longer transiently form, 
or can form over fewer days, during higher obliquity pe-
riods due to this TI effect. 
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Introduction:  The cavi unit is an aeolian deposit of 
sand and water ice making up a large fraction of the ba-
sal unit (BU) in Planum Boreum (PB) [1-8]. Ref. [5,7] 
determined an age for this unit of 10-100 Ma, making it 
significantly older than the overlying ice-rich north po-
lar layered deposits (NPLD). The gradational strati-
graphic contact between cavi and the overlying NPLD 
implies that cavi strata record climate conditions and 
processes in middle-late Amazonian through recent 
times during global climate transitions, including those 
responsible of the initial emplacement of the NPLD. 
Prior studies involving imagery, spectrometry and 
radar sounding determined that cavi is composed of a 
mixture of water ice and lithic materials organized in 
aeolian cross strata [1-8]. However, there is still no con-
sensus on its precise composition and large-scale inter-
nal structure, and it remains unclear which fraction, wa-
ter ice or sand, dominates. 
Objectives: Precise constrains on composition are 
needed to determine the importance of the cavi unit as a 
water reservoir, reconstruct its accumulation history and 
understand the climatic and other processes that resulted 
in its observable morphology and stratigraphy. Using 
profiles acquired by the Shallow Radar (SHARAD, [9]) 
we estimate the cavi bulk composition, and reconstruct 
its large-scale internal stratigraphy and morphology. 
Methods:  We map the top and basal reflectors of 
the cavi unit within SHARAD profiles, obtaining time 
delay information. We determine the elevation of the 
cavi upper surface by removing the thickness of the 
overlying NPLD where present, assuming a bulk com-
position of water ice (ε’=3.1, [10]), or deriving it di-
rectly from Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA, [11]) 
shotpoints where the unit is exposed. We extrapolate the 
cavi basal elevation by interpolating MOLA shotpoints 
and SHARAD-derived elevations of the the surrounding 
Hbvi unit plains with a 6th degree polynomial. Then we 
calculate the cavi bulk dielectric constant with: 
ߝ′ ൌ ൬ݐܿ2݄൰
ଶ
 
where t is the two-way time delay between the top and 
basal surfaces, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and h 
is the thickness of the unit. Then, we estimate the bulk 
composition as mixture of basalt (ε’=8.8, [12]), gypsum 
(ε’=5.4, derived from [13], hypothesized to be present 
within cavi [14]) and water ice (ε’=3.1, [15]) by 
contructing a ternary diagram with a mixing power law: 
ε′௠௜௫ଵ/ఊ ൌ෍߶௖௢௠௣ε′௖௢௠௣ଵ/ఊ 
where γ=2.7 for ice and sand mixtures [16] and ϕcomp is 
the component fractional volume. 
Results: Our exercise reveals that the bulk dielectric 
constant of cavi has substantial spatial variability, espe-
cially between Olympia Planum and the cavi main lobe. 
Olympia Planum is covered by the largest dune field 
Figure 1: Map of computed dielectric constant across PB, 
with superimposed topographic shaded relief of the modern 
surface. The black dotted line delineates the lateral extent of 
the BU. 
Figure 2: (top) Dielectric constant distribution in the two 
study areas, and (bottom) the average dielectric constant of 
both locations plotted in a ternary digram. The white shading 
delineates mixtures with excess ice, the dark shading deline-
ates mixtures compatible with typical unconsolidated aeolian 
sand, excess ice. 
on Mars, and cavi makes up most of the volume under-
neath [5]. SHARAD does not detect internal reflectors 
in this region besides the basal surface. We determine a 
bulk dielectric constant ε’=4.84, compatible with a wa-
ter ice fraction as high as ~62% assuming a pure basalt 
sand, or as low as ~21% assuming pure gypsum sand. 
Several reflectors appear within the cavi main lobe. 
Here the average bulk dielectric constant is significantly 
lower than in Olympia Planum at ε’=3.59. This value 
converts to a dominant ice fraction of 75-88%, similar 
to the conclusions of ref. [6], who suggest that cavi has 
an ice content similar to that of the NPLD. Most of cavi 
internal reflectors extend 10s to 100s of km and describe 
a subhorizontal structure. Their number increases at 
higher latitudes and towards the top of the unit. 
Discussion: The dielectric constant inversion results 
indicate that the two regions of cavi unit have different 
compositions. The results for Olympia Planum indicate 
that excess ice is likely present in this region of cavi, 
which is also ubiquitous in visible outcrops of the unit 
in the form of ice cross strata and subhorizontal layers. 
Gypsum may also make up a fraction of the lithic com-
ponent, lowering the water ice fraction. 
In the main lobe, water ice appears to be the domi-
nant fraction at 75-88%, far exceeding the maximum 
observed porosity of aeolian sand deposits (50%, [17]). 
The reflectors extending for 10s to 100s of km within 
the cavi main lobe are indicative of the presence of lay-
ers with alternating changes in composition. We hy-
pothesize that the main lobe is made of alternating sandy 
and pure water ice layers. Based on the spatial distribu-
tion of the reflectors, we suggest that ice layers are more 
frequent towards the top of the unit, thicker near the 
north pole, and become less important moving towards 
the lower latitudes of Olympia Planum. 
Several water ice accumulation models predict sub-
stantial water ice accumulation during periods of low 
spin axis abliquity just before the onset of the NPLD 
[18, 19], with the thickest accumulation at higher lati-
tudes. These are soon followed by complete loss by sub-
limation. We hypothesize that some of this ice has been 
buried and preserved by aeolian sand sheets that pre-
vented complete sublimation. Similar sand mantles ex-
tending for tens of km have been observed on top of 
thick water ice [20], and at several locations within the 
lowermost NPLD [5, 21]. Therefore, we argue that pre-
viously accumulated ice caps are preserved at least par-
tially within sand sheets underneath the NPLD. Moreo-
ver, the high water ice fraction makes cavi an important 
water ice reservoir, potentially the third largest on Mars 
after the two PLDs. 
Ongoing and future work: Our findings of cavi 
composition, stratigraphy and morphology enable us to 
better constrain the initial conditions and parameter 
space for experiments with the Laboratoire de Météorol-
ogie Dynamique “Zoomed” General Circulation Model 
(LMDZ GCM [e.g. 22]) aimed at understanding the 
driving forces responsible of the initial emplacement of 
the NPLD on top of cavi. The preliminary results show 
that water ice accumulation is strongly dependent on 
spin axis obliquity, and follows irregular patterns (Fig. 
3), suggesting that local controls (e.g. topography and 
thermal properties of cavi) also play key roles in the in-
itiation of the NPLD. Water ice accumulates in larger 
quantities closer to the pole, supporting our hypothesis 
of thicker ice deposits within the cavi main lobe com-
pared to Olympia Planum. 
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Figure 3: Surface water ice in PB at the end of northern 
summer after a GCM run of 4MY. We used a spin axis obliq-
uity of 25°, and +80%  pressure to test the effects of com-
plete sublimation of the south polar CO2 deposits [24].
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Introduction:  Ground ice at high-latitudes on 
Mars is thought to occur at shallow depths and in sig-
nificant abundances.  Most of the ground ice exposed 
by the Phoenix lander [1] is thought to have been em-
placed by vapor-deposition, whereas a smaller amount 
may have originated as the result of ice segregation 
caused by thin film migration [2]. However, epithermal 
neutron data suggests that the regional abundance of 
water ice in the top 1 meter of regolith at these lati-
tudes can be as high as 60 wt% [3], which is incon-
sistent with a formation solely by vapor diffusion. 
Here, we summarize photogeologic and modeling 
efforts [4,5] that suggest the existence of an ice-rich 
layer ~40-70 meters thick at the Phoenix landing site. 
Geology: The Phoenix landing site is located at ap-
proximately 68°N latitude on the floor of Green Val-
ley, a roughly 50 km wide trough located in the martian 
northern plains. The basement material of Green Val-
ley belongs to the Vastitas Borealis Unit [6].  Overly-
ing this unit within Green Valley are deposits of the 
Scandia unit [6], which exhibit regularly spaced boul-
der piles [3]. Superposed on this is the ejecta blanket of 
Heimdal crater, a 10 km diameter rampart crater [7].  
Photogeologic study:  We used HiRISE and CTX 
images over a 4000 km2 area containing the Phoenix 
landing ellipse to identify and classify craters on the 
basis of size, dgree of degradation, and ejecta. 
Evidence for incompetent layer – We performed an 
analysis of ejecta block distribution around craters in 
the study region.  Ejecta blocks were identified by an 
increase in spatial density of boulders with proximity to 
the crater, typically arranged in an arc around the crater 
rim or in lines radiating away from the crater.  We ob-
served a sharp transition in the presence of ejecta 
blocks around crater diameters of 200 – 350 meters, 
where smaller craters did not exhibit ejecta blocks.  
This transition suggests that there is a layer of poorly 
consolidated fine-grained material approximately 40-
70 meters deep. This finding is consistent with the shal-
low reflector identified in SHARAD data of the region 
[8].  
Crater degradation processes and timescales – The 
present-day cratering rate on Mars for small impacts 
has been modeled [9,10], and subsequently constrained 
by observations with the Mars Orbiter Camera [11] and 
HiRISE [12].  We found a clear association between 
morphology and degree of crater degradation, which 
allowed us to place constraints on the rate of degrada-
tion.  The degree of degradation was defined by the 
presence of a bowl, a rim, ejecta blocks, radial and 
concentric fractures, and modification of the interior by 
the formation of patterns or rock piles.  We estimated 
the rate of crater degradation by counting all craters 
whose bowls exhibited visually discernible relief in 
HiRISE images. The relatively flat appearance of the 
resulting crater SFD suggests that an equilibrium state 
exists (Fig. 1). Loss of relief occurs faster for smaller 
craters (<<200 m), which are being removed in time-
scales of thousands of years. Craters in the 200 m range 
loose discernible bowl relief over time scales of a few 
million years. Given the generally low relief of terrain 
in this region (sharp shadows are absent), visual deter-
mination of bowl relief was subjective. Slopes were 
typically shallow in small craters so shadows could not 
be used, and the presence of varying degrees of frost in 
most images made the use of photoclinometry imprac-
tical. With these limitations in mind we erred conserva-
tively by possibly overinterpreting the presence of the 
bowl, which arguably resulted in a potential overesti-
mate for the timescales for loss of relief.  
Small craters were observed to be completely filled 
with frost in the winter while they still contained a lag 
of material on their floors in springtime and summer. 
Seasonal repetition would be expected to eventually fill 
these small craters.  Mid-size and larger craters (>200 
m), which also lost relief over time, did not exhibit 
evidence for infilling or deposits.  Instead, they exhib-
ited networks of concentric and radial fractures and in 
some cases exhibited ejecta boulders within the bowl 
area of craters with no visually discernible relief. These 
 
Figure 1.  Measured SFD compared to model SFD [9] 
for craters exhibiting evidence for a bowl. 
craters were interpreted to lose topography due to vis-
cous creep.  Crater retention ages for these craters were 
found to be of the order of a few to tens of Myr.  Based 
on the geographic location of this unit and the relative-
ly rapid relaxation of craters greater than 200 m in di-
ameter, we suggested that the 40-70 meter thick in-
competent layer consists dominantly of ice cemented 
soil. 
Modeling study:  We modeled the evolution of 
small craters in an ice rich deposit at Phoenix landing 
iste laitudes to test our viscous creep hypothesis.  Fol-
lowing our past work [e.g., 13-16], we used the 
MSC.Marc finite element package utilizing a viscoelas-
tic rheology to explore the relaxation of Martian craters 
200-1000 m in diameter that sit on an icy layer 40-70 
m thick. (For now, we assumed the substrate is rocky 
and therefore stiff.) We assumed material parameters 
consistent with a mixture of water ice and basaltic sili-
cates, assuming a volume fraction of stiff silicate par-
ticulates. Notably, Durham et al. [16] measured the 
stiffening effect of particulates on the viscous flow of 
water ice; we applied this effect to the viscous rheology 
of water ice that includes grain boundary sliding, diffu-
sion creep, and dislocation creep [17]. Because the 
increase in temperature associated with Mars’s geo-
thermal gradient is minimal over such shallow depths 
(< 1 K), we employed a constant temperature equal to 
the surface value (185 K). At the contact between the 
icy layer and the stiff substrate, we tested both ex-
tremes of a welded contact and one of free-slip. 
We began with a test of a crater 200 m in diameter 
(the small end of our range), because relaxation is gen-
erally slower for smaller craters. We considered 2 cas-
es for a crater sitting on an icy layer 70 m thick: (1) a 
“hard” case, with a welded base, a relatively large ice 
grain size of 1 mm, and a larger volume fraction of 
silicate particulates of 50% (~25% ice by mass, compa-
rable to the Phoenix results [5]); and a “soft” case, with 
a free-slip base, a grain size of 0.1 mm, and a particu-
late volume fraction of 25% (~50% ice by mass). 
The blue curve in Fig. 2 shows the “hard” case af-
ter a simulated time of 10 Myr. This crater has lost a 
significant amount (about half) of its initial topography 
in that time.  This “hard” case is designed to limit the 
amount of relaxation, yet it still relaxes significantly 
within the relevant time scales. As expected then, the 
“soft” case relaxes much faster (red curve in Fig. 1), 
seeing comparable amounts of relaxation, but in only 
100 kyr (100 times faster). 
Clearly, relaxation is a process that can affect these 
craters, though a more thorough exploration of the pa-
rameter space (e.g., crater diameter, layer thickness, 
etc.) is needed. We can determine some implications 
from these preliminary results, though. The “soft” case 
explored an ice content even below the value inferred 
from neutron data [3] and was strongly relaxed in only 
100 kyr. This simulated crater would be near complete-
ly flat after 1 Myr, the lower bound of the expected age 
range. If such high ice contents are prevalent through-
out the layer, then these craters should almost uniform-
ly be completely relaxed, in contrast with the observa-
tions.  One possible resolution to this dilemma is that 
ice contents are only this high in the uppermost meter 
or so where the neutrons are generated. 
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Figure 2. Radial elevation profiles of a relaxed 200 m 
diameter crater. The black curve is the initial shape, the 
blue curve is a mechanical stiff case after 10 Myr, and 
the red curve is a weaker case after 100 kyr. 
 
The discovery of water ice in the shallow subsur-
face of the northern plains of Mars bears significant 
importance towards our understanding of the geologic 
state of water on Mars, the climatological history of 
Mars, and the effects of water on the modern geology 
climatological processes of the planet.  By expanding 
on previous hypotheses regarding the thickness of the 
ice table and the abundance of ice in the regolith and 
comparing observations of craters in this icy latitude 
band to simulations of relaxing craters, it may be pos-
sible to constrain the state of water ice on Mars and its 
role in modern geological processes. 
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 Introduction: Methane on Mars is a topic of intense 
interest because of its potential association with 
microbial life. Methane releases have been detected 
from Mars orbit by the Planetary Fourier Spectrometer 
on Mars Express [1-2], from telescopic observations 
from Earth [3], and from ground-based observations by 
the Curiosity rover [4-5]. These reports attest to 
spatially and temporarily varying methane in the 
atmosphere, but the origin and significance of that 
methane is unknown. Might it be abiotic (e.g., from 
chemical reactions or thermogenesis) or biotic (from 
microbial processes)? And when could any such 
methane have formed? If ancient, where would it be 
stored? And how and why is it released?  Here we 
discuss these questions, using the extensive knowledge 
of CH4 generation and migration from the petroleum 
industry and study of terrestrial methane seeps. 
 Background: Previous work has evaluated the 
possibility that the methane occurrence on Mars (~0.2-
60 ppbv) might be derived from atmospheric processes 
(e.g., UV-breakdown of surface organics). However, 
none of the processes considered is thought to account 
well for the methane detections [5]. In addition, the 
possibility of cometary delivery of methane [6] has 
been questioned, as to date, few correlations with 
atmospheric methane have been compelling [5, 7]. 
 In contrast, subsurface sources of methane are 
viewed as likely, based on terrestrial analogs of 
methane generation and emission through macro-seeps 
(e.g., from mud volcanoes, vents or springs) and 
microseepage (diffuse exhalations, unassociated with 
structures) [8]. Below we discuss subsurface processes 
most likely to be relevant to Mars (see [8] for details).  
 Methane generation:   Abiotic mechanisms include 
thermogenesis (due to thermal alteration of abiotic 
organics), Fischer-Tropsch Type (FTT) reactions, UV-
irradiation or ablation-pyrolysis of meteoritic organics, 
high temperature geothermal reactions, and magma 
degassing. Of these, thermogenesis and FTT reactions 
may be among the most significant for Mars.  
 1) Thermogenesis: On Earth, methane is commonly 
generated by thermal degradation of organics during 
burial, but this process has only recently been 
considered for Mars ([8] and references therein). On 
Mars, huge amounts of abiotic organics (>1015 kg) are 
estimated to have been delivered by meteorites and 
Interplanetary Dust Particles (IDPs), especially in first 
half billion years of Mars’ history [9]. UV- degradation 
of that material probably would have been less than 
today since Mars would have had a thicker atmosphere 
in that early period. In addition, early Mars fluvial 
processes would have concentrated and buried those 
organics in deep basins of the lowlands, adding long-
term protection from UV. Geothermal heating with 
burial could have produced methane by thermogenesis 
[8], a possibility supported by pyrolysis study of 
organics in the Murchison meteorite [10]. On Earth, 
methane starts to be generated at temperatures > ~60°C 
and is significant by 150°C. On Mars, Noachian to 
Hesperian geothermal gradients (GTGs) are estimated 
at ~10 to > 20oC km-1 [11], and using 20oC km-1, 
methane would begin to be produced at a depth of 3 
km, well within the fill estimates for lowlands basins 
[12]. Less burial would be needed in areas of higher 
GTGs due to magmatism or heating from large impacts.  
 2) FTT reactions:  The simplest FTT reaction that 
can be considered for Mars is CO2 hydrogenation 
(Sabatier reaction): CO2 + 4H2 = CH4 + 2H2O.  CO2 can 
come from magma degassing, thermal decomposition 
of carbonates, and from the atmosphere.  H2 can derive 
from serpentinization, radiolysis, cataclasis of silicates 
in fault zones, or magmatic degassing. We know that 
serpentinization has occurred on Mars from orbital 
detections of serpentine [13], and other work suggests 
that serpentinization has been a major source of H2 in 
the martian subsurface [14]. Serpentinization requires 
liquid water, olivine and pyroxene and most likely 
would occur in areas of ultramafic rocks. In addition, 
ultramafics include metal-rich rocks (such as 
chromitites), which can contain significant amounts of 
ruthenium (Ru), a catalyst that can support FTT 
reactions at low temperatures (< 100°C).  Relatively 
high concentrations of Ru have been reported in 
martian meteorites Chassigny and Chassignite NWA 
2737 [15], so on Mars, low temperature FTT abiotic 
methane could have been produced in regions with 
Chassigny-like rocks [8]. 
 Biotic mechanisms would include 1) thermogenesis, 
as above, but of biogenic organics that were remnants 
of potential past life forms (as in kerogen, on Earth), 
and 2) methanogenesis by microbes that may live today 
or have lived in the past in the subsurface. If 
methanogenesis were by past organisms, that methane 
could still be stored in the subsurface. Yet, though a 
biotic origin for martian methane is conceivable, there 
is no firm evidence for past or present martian life.  
 Methane storage: Subsurface CH4 will migrate up 
faults and fractures until it is trapped in 1) permeable 
rocks sealed by less permeable rocks or 2) in clathrates 
or possibly zeolites. Mars traps could include structures 
formed in impact craters by uplifted/tilted fault blocks 
and collapse graben (e.g., Fig. 1). If effective seals, 
such as permafrost, are present, then CH4 
accumulations could persist in the subsurface. 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Schematic cross section of complex impact crater, 
showing fault blocks that could provide structural traps for 
methane (adapted from [16] and [17]). 
 
 Methane clathrates (hydrates) hold methane within 
the lattice of frozen water molecules. These hydrates 
are estimated to exist in the martian subsurface from 
depths of ~ 10 m to 20 km and to represent a potential, 
major hydrocarbon resource [18]. Zeolites trap CH4 by 
adsorption into their ring structure and form by reaction 
of alkaline waters with volcanic rocks and ash. They 
have been detected on Mars and are thought to have 
formed mainly in the Noachian, though some are 
reported in younger lowlands settings [19].  
 Methane release: On Earth, methane migrates 
through faults and fractures in flow driven by pressure 
gradients and controlled by permeability. On Mars, 
even in the absence of significant plate tectonics, there 
are global faults from stresses related to the buildup of 
Tharsis, the formation and evolution of the dichotomy, 
and large impacts [8] (e.g., Figs. 2A-B).  Those faults 
 
Fig. 2. Faults/fractures on Mars. A, Regional image; 
MOLA elevation (reds, highs; blues, lows). B, Daytime IR 
showing fractures of Nili Fossae. C, HiRISE image of 
faults, Danielson crater, Arabia Terra, 8.1°N, 353.2°E.   
 
would penetrate the deep subsurface. Ongoing stresses 
due to smaller impacts, planetary cooling, or erosion 
could reactivate older faults and produce more recent 
and shallow fractures (e.g., Fig. 2C). These could link 
with the deep faults, providing conduits for gas 
emission to the atmosphere. Triggers for methane 
release would include changes in pressure/temperature 
that might destabilize clathrates/zeolites or melt 
permafrost as well as tectonic adjustments that could 
breach seals of trapped methane [8]. 
 Summary and Conclusions: Methane in present-
day releases on Mars may be ancient or recent and 
abiotic or possibly biotic (though there is no confirming 
evidence for biotic contributions). Significant abiotic 
methane is likely to have been produced by 
thermogenesis (thermal alteration of meteorite-/IDP-
derived organics) and FTT reactions.  Thermogenesis 
would be expected in deep basins and areas of high 
GTG while FTT reactions would occur in regions with 
ultramafics, particularly Chassigny-like chromitites.    
 Methane can be stored in subsurface clathrates, 
zeolites, and permafrost-sealed traps. It can be released 
to the atmosphere through macro-seeps (mud 
volcanoes, vents, springs) and through diffuse 
microseepage over areas of methane accumulation.  
Present-day releases can be triggered by temperature or 
pressure changes and seismicity due to impacts or 
continuing planetary stresses. Even though much of 
Mars’ potential subsurface methane may have been 
generated in the past, “Late Mars” activities provide the 
triggers for the releases that are being reported today. 
 Understanding subsurface methane generation, 
storage, and seepage on Mars allows geologic analysis 
to define potential areas of methane accumulation and 
release. These areas can be compared to methane 
detections and to constraints determined by modelling 
[20]. This type of comparison will help define 
candidates for future ground-based analyses that may 
provide more insight into the origin of the methane, its 
subsurface occurrence and potential relevance to life. 
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Introduction: Araneiforms are radially converging 
systems of branching troughs exhibiting fractal proper-
ties. Araneiforms and seasonal features associated with 
them (fans and blotches) are believed to be related to the 
spring sublimation of a seasonal CO2 ice layer. The ob-
served araneiform troughs are presumed to be eroded by 
repeating the seasonal cryo-jet eruptions over many 
years [1]. 
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE) reported first observations of seasonal CO2 
jets actively modifying the polar substrate: it has de-
tected new dendritic troughs and monitored their devel-
opment over several Martian years [2]. From year to 
year the new troughs extended and developed new trib-
utaries and their overall geometry turned from linear to 
dendritic, a characteristic shared with araneiform ter-
rains (Fig. 1). We believe that these dendritic troughs 
represent the early stage of development of araneiforms. 
We aim to establish a link between the active sea-
sonal processes currently observed in the Martian polar 
areas and their impact on the geological record of the 
underlying surface. To achieve this, we implemented a 
mathematical model for formation and modification of 
drainage networks of araneiform terrains under present 
day martian conditions and compared its results with the 
observed Martian araneiform shapes. To be able to com-
pare model outcomes with the observed structures, we 
have adapted, and for the first time applied to Martian 
araneiforms, a qualitative morphological analysis typi-
cally used for terrestrial rivers. 
Morphological analysis: Geomorphology of arane-
iforms was until now restricted to an almost entirely de-
scriptive basis [3]. To be able to model the formation 
process of these structures, it is useful to have quantita-
tive descriptors of araneiform patterns along the quali-
tative ones. 
Selected araneiforms were analyzed following the 
Strahler stream ordering scheme [4] used for terrestrial 
rivers (Fig. 2). For several locations in the Martian 
Southern polar regions we have calculated the largest 
order of tributaries, tributary densities, and bifurcation 
ratios. We have shown that the large and well-developed 
araneiforms (with tributary orders larger than 4) closely 
follow Horton’s law of tributary orders and have bifur-
cation ratios between 2.5 and 3.5 that falls well inside 
the range of terrestrial rivers. 
DLA model for araneiform formation:  We have 
implemented a diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) 
model [5] to describe the araneiform structures to inves-
tigate the relationship between the physical processes 
that are modifying araneiforms and their present appear-
ance. The model can reproduce the geometrical pattern 
of naturally occurring systems; its relevance to describe 
those systems was proven in applications to rivers [5]. 
A short description of the DLA model is as follows: 
consider a domain made of a 2-dimensional grid of 
points, one particle to serve as a non-moving seed for a 
future cluster and another particle to perform a random 
walk. To allow for sufficient ”randomness” the random 
walker should start in a significant distance from the 
clustering seed. At each time step the direction of move-
ment of the random walker is given by a Monte Carlo 
test controlled by probabilities at each of six surround-
ing grids. At the end of its walk the walker might either 
have left the model domain or irreversibly adhered to 
the clustering seed. If it adheres to the cluster, this 
growth of cluster represents the growth of the aranei-
form pattern and each adherence represents an incre-
mental erosion event. Repeating these random walks 
many times will make the cluster grow in size. The clus-
ters that are generated by such a model are both highly 
branched and fractal. 
 
Fig. 1: Example of present-day development of an ara-
neiform. Panels a) through c) show sub-frames of 
HiRISE images ESP_014185_1095, 
ESP_023600_1095, ESP_041402_1095 respectively. 
The images were taken at Ls =316.2 of MY 29, Ls = 
341.1 of MY 30, and Ls = 348.8 of MY 32. Panels d), 
e) and f) show the araneiform troughs traced from 
HiRISE sub-frames. Figure adapted from [2].  
In our implementation the integrated movements of 
all random walks are equivalent to the CO2 gas flux un-
derneath the seasonal ice layer. The probability field 
that governs the movement of random walkers is then 
equivalent to the gas pressure distribution underneath 
the ice. 
Example: An example of a resulting cluster from a 
simple DLA model run is shown in Fig. 4. For this run 
we used a centrally symmetric probability field distrib-
uted over 200x200 pixels domain. The starting seed of 
the cluster was placed in the center of the model domain. 
In this case the synthetic araneiform is visually similar 
to observed centrally symmetric araneiforms like those 
from examples 1-3. To support this statement, we per-
formed a morphologically analysis of the synthetic ara-
neiform the same way we do for the observed aranei-
forms. We will present the results of DLA model for 
different governing probability fields and the subse-
quent analysis of synthetic araneiforms, as well as their 
comparisons to the observed araneiforms. 
Conclusions: We have for the first time applied a 
qualitative morphological analysis to Martian aranei-
forms. We showed that the methods used in terrestrial 
hydrology are applicable for the case of uniquely Mar-
tian terrains (with some required modifications).  
We modeled the development of dendritic shapes 
using a mathematical model and evaluated similarity of 
resulting structures to the araneiform shapes observed in 
the Martian polar regions using the morphological anal-
ysis. We have shown that it is possible to model differ-
ent araneiform shapes with the DLA model by modify-
ing its governing probability field. Over-all, this work is 
the first attempt on quantitatively analyzing the current 
Martian polar surface erosion and the formation of 
unique araneiform patterns. 
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Fig. 2: An example of morphological analysis of one ara-
neiform from HiRISE image ESP_011776_0930. 1st or-
der tributaries are outlined in magenta, 2nd – in green, 3d 
– in yellow, orange line shows the extend of central de-
pression. Figure adapted from [6]. 
 
Fig. 3: DLA run result for a centrally-symmetric proba-
bility field and morphological analysis of the acquired 
synthetic araneiform. Figure adapted from [6]. 
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Introduction: Salts are ubiquitous within the mar-
tian regolith. Both chloride (Cl–) and perchlorates 
(ClO4–) salts are found in great abundance on Mars 
[1-3]. These salts can produce significant freezing 
point depressions (~200 K), and absorb atmospheric 
water vapor and deliquesce into a liquid solution [3-
10]. Under current martian conditions, Cl– and ClO4– 
salts would allow brines to become much more stable 
than pure liquid water. Therefore, both Cl– and/or 
ClO4– brines have been suggested for any martian 
processes thought to be currently involving water (e.g. 
cyrosuction, RSL, gullies, slope streaks, dark dune 
spots, and subglacial brines) [4-8]. 
There has been extensive work on Cl– and ClO4–  
deliquescence, efflorescence and metastability of su-
percooled brines [9-10,12,14-15]. These studies show 
that if Cl– and ClO4– salts are exposed to certain water 
vapor concentrations (relative humidities) they could 
deliquesce into liquid solutions on Mars today. This 
process is highly dependent on the relative humidity 
(RH) and the main limitation is if there is enough wa-
ter vapor in Mars’ current atmosphere to allow for the 
formation of significant amounts of liquid water on 
the surface.  
However, the poles of Mars and the shallow sub-
surface near the equator, along with several RSL loca-
tions, were found to have water ice [17-20]. If salts 
are present in these places, they could depress the 
freezing point of the water ice and produce liquid 
solutions. 
At low salt concentrations and temperatures below 
0°C, liquid solutions are possible, but when the tem-
perature drops below the eutectic temperature (lowest 
temperature where liquid is stable) all liquid solutions 
should freeze. However, Toner et al. [21] found that 
solutions of MgCl2 were metastable at temperatures 
between 9-14°C below the eutectic temperature. But, 
perchlorates did not freeze until their glass transition 
temperature. Primm et al. [16] observed similar be-
havior with MgCl2 seeing no freezing occur even at 
temperatures 20°C below the stable eutectic tempera-
ture and observing liquid solutions of Mg(ClO4)2 well 
past the thermodynamically predicted ice saturation 
conditions. Although, Toner et al. [21] and Primm et 
al. [16] did not study the effects of time at tempera-
tures below the eutectic. Is time a factor in how long 
these metastable liquid solutions can exist? If these 
low temperatures on Mars exist for extended periods 
of time, would these supercooled liquids eventually 
freeze? 
Here we examine the metastability of supercooled 
solutions of MgCl2 over different starting concentra-
tions and varying the time spent below the eutectic 
temperature to see if any of these factors the change 
in metastability.  
Experimental Methods: 5 and 20mM solutions of 
MgCl2 were prepared in high purity water. (Additional 
samples will be presented, included ice-silicate mix-
tures.) This solution was placed into a three electrode 
sample holder with a height of 5mm (enclosed in 
31mm diameter Teflon cup), which was then loaded 
into an insulated box within an ultra-low freezer. The 
sample is initially frozen quickly as the temperature 
was lowered directly to -85°C. The temperature was 
the raised in intervals between 0.25-5°C until 0.5°C. 
The temperature was held at our warmest temperature 
for ~8 hrs to allow recrystallization of the ice to oc-
cur. Then the temperature was lowered by 0.25-10°C 
until -85°C, at which time the temperature was then 
raised again. Such warming, recrystallization, and 
cooling cycles were repeated multiple times.  
At every temperature, the electric properties of the 
sample are measured using a Solartron 1260A Imped-
ance Analyzer and the Solartron 1296A Dielectric 
Interface over a frequency range of 100mHz – 1MHz. 
The Direct-Current (DC or zero-frequency) conduc-
tivity was then calculated. 
Results: As the salt sample transitions from a sol-
id-partially briny phase there is a large change in DC 
conductivity as brine is significantly more conductive 
than an ice-salt hydrate mixture. Thus, we can meas-
ure the eutectic and metastable eutectic temperature 
by identifying large changes in DC conductivity (Fig. 
1&2). Our measurements for the 5 and 20 mM yield a 
stable eutectic temperature of -32.2 ± 0.2°C, which is 
slightly lower than literature values of –33.0 [21].  
The metastable temperature varied between the 
measurements and may be related to the time the 
sample spent below the eutectic temperature (Fig. 3). 
Note we found metastable temperatures that were –
41°C to –46°C for MgCl2, which is similar to Toner et 
al. [21]. This hysteretic effect of freezing allows for a 
large range of temperatures (approximately 12.5 de-
grees) where liquid solutions of MgCl2 exist. We held 
the 5mM sample in a metastable state at -37°C (6°C 
below the eutectic temperature) for 60 hours and no 
evidence of freezing occurred.  
Our experiments show that the DC conductivity of 
an ice with brine in its liquid vein networks (LVNs) is 
a function of the brine conductivity, the volume of 
unfrozen water, and the tortuosity of the LVNs. These 
experiments also show that the tortuosity can signifi-
cantly change especially in the first few cycles. How-
ever, once the sample has mostly recrystallized these 
large variations are minimized. The freezing meas-
urements have a higher DC conductivity than the 
warming measurements (Fig. 1). Assuming there is 
not a large tortuosity difference in the warming and 
freezing samples, we suggest that the freezing meas-
urements also possess significantly more brine than 
the warming measurements.        
Conclusions: Preliminary studies of metastable 
liquid solutions of MgCl2 show that brine can exist as 
a supercooled liquid for at least 60 hours 6°C below 
the eutectic temperature. The faster the temperature is 
dropped the lower the resultant metastable eutectic 
temperature (Fig. 3). Therefore, metastable liquid 
solutions are possible in the shallow subsurface or 
surface of Mars and can allow brine to exist for an 
extended periods of time. Thus features that have 
been hypothesized to be caused by brines may be 
more stable due to the kinetics of phase changes. 
 
 
Figure 1. DC conductivity vs. temperature of seven differ-
ent freezing and warming experiments of 5mM MgCl2. The 
triangle markers indicate experiments where the tempera-
ture was decreased to observe the metastable eutectic tem-
perature. The eutectic temperature is shown at –32.3°C 
where we find the sample melts in our experiments upon 
warming. The metastable eutectic temperature (upon freez-
ing) 5mM MgCl2 is shown at –47°C. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. DC conductivity vs. temperature of four different 
warming and freezing experiments of 20mM MgCl2. The 
triangle markers indicate experiments where the tempera-
ture was decreased to observe the metastable eutectic tem-
perature. The eutectic temperature is shown at –32.0°C 
where we find the sample freezes in our experiments. The 
metastable eutectic temperature (upon freezing) for 20mM 
MgCl2 is shown at –42.6°C. 
 
 
Figure 3. Plot of temperature vs. time below eutectic tem-
perature for 5mM and 20 mM MgCl2 to show how the met-
astable eutectic temperature changed slightly with time 
spent below the eutectic temperature. This figure shows 
that the longer the sample spends below the eutectic tem-
perature, the higher the metastable eutectic temperature. 
This is observed for both 5mM and 20mM MgCl2. 
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Introduction: Here, we report, describe and evalu-
ate: 1) the presence and widespread distribution in 
eastern Utopia Planitia (UP), Mars, of small-sized pol-
ygons, i.e. 10-25 m in diameter, with low (LCP) or 
high centres (HCP) (relative to their margins); 2) the 
spatial if not periglacially-genetic association of these 
polygons and thermokarst-like depressions or basins; 
3) the (poleward and statistically significant) latitudinal 
gradient of LCP distribution; and, 4) the possibility that 
this gradient is a geological marker of extant ice-wedge 
polygons wherever the LCPs are observed. 
Low/high-centred polygons on Earth: Geograph-
ically-expansive and morphologically-similar (late 
Holocene-epoch) assemblages of low/high-centred 
(ice-wedge) polygons and thermokarst-like basins 
(alases) are commonplace in periglacial landscapes on 
Earth where the freeze-thaw cycling of water is com-
monplace, i.e. the Tuktoyaktuk coastlands (TC) of 
northern Canada and the Yamal peninsula (YP) of east-
ern Russia. Here, the permafrost is metres to decame-
tres thick and ice rich [e.g. 1-4] (Fig. 1). Ice-rich per-
mafrost comprises excess ice, i.e. “the volume of ice in 
the ground which exceeds the total pore-volume that 
the ground would have under natural unfrozen-
conditions” [5]; ice lenses, veins, wedges or larger 
masses of consolidated ice are typical examples of ex-
cess ice [5]. 
In the TC and the YP, terrain punctuated with 
LCPs/HCPs and alases also are geological markers of 
transient or long-term rises of sub-aerial and thaw-
generating mean temperatures [e.g. 1-6]. First, high-ce 
 
   
Fig. 1. Near surface massive ice and ice wedges at Peninsula 
Point, 6km SW of Tuktoyaktuk. Note, the terracing (a-c) 
induced by the thermal destabilisation of the coastline and 
the surface depressions immediately above degrading ice-
wedges (d). Image credit, R. Soare. 
 
ntred (ice-wedge) polygons are degradational land-
scape-features that typically form if and only when ice-
wedge LCPs, i.e. polygons with uplifted shoulders un-
derlain by aggraded wedge-ice, thaw [7]. Second, 
thermokarstic terrain is ice rich; an alas forms if and 
only when ice-rich terrain undergoes thermal destabili-
sation, meltwater pools locally and, subsequently, ei-
ther evaporates or drains away [e.g. 6]. This leaves an 
emptied thermokarst basin, an alas, in its morphologi-
cal wake. 
 
   
Fig. 2. A possible thermokarst/polygon complex in eastern 
UP. LCPs located adjacent to the depression scarp on the left 
side of the image; HCPs immediately to the right of the low-
centred polygons. HiRISE ESP_026094_2250; 44.657o N, 
111.415o E; 25 cm/pixel res. North is up. Image credit, 
NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 
 
Low/high centred polygons in eastern Utopia 
Planitia: The presence of LCPs/HCPs at the mid-
latitudes of both Martian hemispheres, as well as the 
spatial and possibly genetic-association of these poly-
gons with alas-like landforms (Fig. 2), has already 
been noted in the literature [e.g. 8-11]. 
 
   
Fig. 3. Dense distribution of LCPs near the central peak of a 
large crater. HiRISE ESP_011523_2235; 42.953o N, 
115.670o E; 25 cm/pixel res. North is up. Image credit, 
NASA/JPL/ University of Arizona. 
 
However, in the case of the LCPs/HCPs themselves 
(Figs. 3-4), questions concerning the extent and density 
of their distribution, on a regional or a sub-regional 
scale, as well as the possibility of a poleward skew of 
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distribution due to the greater stability of near-surface 
ice with increased latitude, have not been explored. 
 
   
Fig. 4. Dense distribution of HCPs on a gullied and equator-
facing crater-wall that also exhibits alas-like depressions (not 
shown here). HiRISE ESP_018960_2240; 43.468o N, 
116.999o E; 25 cm/pixel res. North is up. Image credit, 
NASA/JPL/ University of Arizona.  
In order to address these questions we have studied 
all of the available HiRISE images (25-50cm/pixel res-
olution) in a sub-region of eastern UP (40-50o N; 110-
125o E). This area exhibits wide-ranging spatial assem-
blages of polygonised terrain (clastically sorted or non-
sorted), polygon-margin troughs and alas-like basins, 
all of which are thought to be periglacial in origin [e.g. 
9-12] and could be the work of water undergoing 
freeze-thaw cycling in the very Late Amazonian Epoch 
[e.g. 9, 11-12]. 
There are 101 HiRISE images in our study region 
and these are the principal source of our landscape 
interpretations. Other data sets comprised of lower-
resolution images are not used because the elevated 
shoulders and depressed marginal-troughs associated 
with LCPs or HCPs are metres to sub-metre in scale 
and can be resolved clearly only with HiRISE imagery. 
Our data table comprises only those images (n=77) 
within this population (N=101) that exhibit polygons 
with distinctly low centres, high centres or with centres 
not distinguishably different in elevation from the pol-
ygon margins. Statistical analysis of disparate spatial 
and possible genetic-relationships amongst and be-
tweenst key landscape features, landforms and land-
scapes (identified in our data table) was performed 
using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [13]. 
Results: Our image analysis and statistical evalua-
tion of LCP/HCP distribution produced five key find-
ings: 
1) HCPs occur more frequently than LCPs. 
2) LCPs are widespread but occur only where HCPs 
also are observed. 
3) The ratio of low to high-centred polygons increas-
es polewardly with latitude. 
4) LCPs occur if and only when they reside within or 
are adjacent to thermokarst-like depressions. 
5) The latitudinal and statistically significant gradient 
of LCP distribution is consistent with the hypothe-
sised increase of near-surface ground ice with lati-
tude [e.g. 14-15] 
Discussion: Heretofore, hypotheses favouring the 
possible presence of ice-wedge LCPs on Mars have 
been weakened by the morphological similarity of and 
possible equifinality between Martian LCPs and terres-
trial sand-wedge polygons. Even when Martian LCPs 
exhibit spatial association with other possible wet peri-
glacial landforms and landscape features, i.e. HCPs 
and alas-like depressions, the ice-rich contextualisation 
of the LCPs has been deemed implausible because cur-
rent conditions are inconsistent with the regional or 
sub-regional freeze-thaw cycling of water [e.g. 16]. 
We propose that the synonymity between the statis-
tically-significant increase of LCP distribution with 
latitude in eastern UP and expectations of ground-ice 
stability at poleward latitudes enables one to conclude 
(with a relatively high-degree of statistical confidence) 
that the LCP margins are underlain by ground ice. In 
turn, this suggests that boundary conditions consistent 
with the freeze-thaw cycling of water cannot be ruled 
out at the time of LCP formation, perhaps in the rela-
tively recent past. 
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Introduction: Here, we report, describe and evalu-
ate the presence and distribution of small-sized (some-
times domed) circular or sub-circular mounds (100 m 
in diameter and metres in elevation) in eastern Utopia 
Planitia (UP) (35-500 N; 80-100o E, n=280 HiRISE 
images) The mounds are observed: a) in the midst of or 
adjacent to scalloped, polygonised and metres to dec-
ametres-deep depressions; b) in areas where metres-
deep polygon-margin pits or troughs are extensive; 
and, c) in a relatively-narrow latitudinal band (i.e. 40-
450 N) (Figs. 1-2). Some of the mounds exhibit summit 
cracks that intercept the polygonal cracks in the sur-
rounding terrain. We propose that the mounds are hy-
drostatic or closed-system pingos (CSPs). If the hy-
pothesis is correct, then the list of landscape features 
that show possibly recent hydrological activity, i.e. 
gullies, RSLs, open-system pingos, etc. will have 
gained a new member. 
Earlier work [2-3] discussed the possible presence 
of CSPs in paleo-lake (crater) basins at near polar Mar-
tian latitudes. Here, for the first time, we suggest that 
the CSPs occur in a mid-latitudinal region of Mars 
where thermokarst complexes dominate the landscape. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Small, domed mound on floor of a polygonised and tiered 
thermokarst-like depression (HiRISE image PSP 008913_2255; 
45.2060 N; 95.5280 E; 25 cm/pixel resolution.). North is up. 
Image credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 
  
 
Fig. 2. Similar small, domed mound on floor of a polygonised 
and tiered thermokarst-like depression (HiRISE image 
ESP_016759_2235; 43.3700 N; 87.9040 E; 25 cm/pixel resolu-
tion). Note the summit-cracks that connect with the polygonised 
cracks in the surroundng terrain. North is up. Image credit: 
NASA/JPL/ University of Arizona.  
Closed-system pingos on Earth: In regions of 
continuous relatively-deep and ice-rich permafrost such 
as the Tuktoyaktuk Coastlands (TC) of northern Cana-
da and northeast Siberia, CSPs, a type of perennial ice-
cored mound, are commonplace [1,4] (Fig. 3). 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Ice-rich and pingo-populated thermokarst landscape in 
the Tuktoyaktuk Coastlands (aerial photo A27917-35-1993). 
Note the: a) summit cracks on the two largest pingos, Split (cen-
tre-bottom) and Ibyuk (right); and, b) widespread polygonised 
terrain [p]. North is to the left. Image credit: National Air Photo 
Library, Ottawa, Canada.  
The mounds originate and evolve in response to the  
hydrostatic uplift of pore water pressured by aggrading 
permafrost (Fig. 4). As the freezing front advances an 
ice core forms. Radial-dilation cracks propagate from 
the summit as the pingo grows and tensile stresses 
within the sedimentary overburden increase. Some-
times, these cracks grade into the surrounding 
polygonised terrain [1]. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Diagram of CSP development in the Tuktoyaktuk 
Coastlands, from [1]. 
Proposed geochronology of CSP formation in 
eastern Utopia Planitia: 
1) Surface deposition and accumulation of atmospheri-
cally precipitated ice/snow, perhaps the result of recent 
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p 
p 
changes of obliquity and eccentricity, at the mid lati-
tudes [e.g. 5-7] where the CSPs are observed. 
2a) Freeze-thaw cycling of surface ice/snow; migration 
of meltwater into near-surface regolith and the for-
mation of excess ice [8-9], i.e. “the volume of ice in the 
ground that exceeds the total pore-volume of the 
ground under natural unfrozen conditions” [10-11]. 
2b) Specifically, ice veins, lenses or larger masses of 
consolidated ice develop in the near-surface regolith 
[8]. Here, at the mid-latitudes, the ice is thought to be 
stable [12]. 
3a) Thermal-contraction cracking polygonises the lo-
cal/regional landscape [e.g. 13-14, also 15-18]. 
3b) Meltwater may accumulate episodically beneath 
the polygon margins, forming ice-wedges [9]. 
4a) Episodic and localised sublimation volatilises the 
excess ice, degrading the terrain and forming the scal-
loped depressions; the latter, in turn, incise the 
polygonised terrain [14-17]. Tiers within the depres-
sions may comprise geological markers of episodic 
sublimation [8]. 
4b) Ice-wedge degradation/sublimation induces over-
burden collapse, leaving small-scale troughs and corner 
pits in the wake [18]; the troughs and pits may show 
connectivity, giving them an appearance similar to the 
beaded-stream assemblages observed within thermo-
karst/polygon complexes on Earth [18]. 
5a) Warming conditions, driven by recent changes of 
obliquity and eccentricity and facilitated, perhaps, by 
the presence of brines in the regolith [e.g. 19], engen-
der: i) the thaw of residual excess-ice in the near sur-
face; and, ii) the pooling of meltwater beneath the scal-
loped terrain. 
5b) Subsequent freezing-conditions induce permafrost 
aggradation in the near-surface of the scalloped terrain, 
promoting the growth of an ice-cored mound. 
6) Dilation cracks form at the summit, grade radially 
towards the surrounding terrain and intercept the poly-
gons expressed therein. 
Discussion: Although there may be some variance 
in explaining the origin of the possible thermo-
karst/polygon complexes in Utopia Planitia, i.e. freeze-
thaw vs adsorption-diffusion cycling, there is agree-
ment that the terrain in which these complexes develop 
is ice-rich [8-9, 13-18]. 
In her recent work, Jones [19] notes that “tempera-
tures above the frost point occur, at least diurnally, at 
all latitudes on Mars where surface measurements have 
been made (e.g. Phoenix Lander at 68.2o N; Spirit at 
14.5o S; Curiosity at 4.5o S.” She adds, “in situ observa-
tions by the Phoenix Lander and Curiosity Rover 
demonstrate that salts readily form transient hydrates 
and liquid films on Mars throughout the top tens of 
centimetres of the Martian subsurface, and likely per-
sistent brines at greater depth”. These brines accumu-
late to sufficient volume to influence the formation of 
surface features such as the RSL, gullies, etc, [19-20]. 
This builds on a body of literature 20 years deep that 
points to the possibility of liquid water being meta-
stable at most Martian latitudes [e.g. 21-22]. 
It should also be noted that transient conditions of 
meta-stability need not be uniformly in place for a geo-
logical substantial period of time in order to promote 
the origin and development of CSPs. Upon draining a 
thermokarst lake in the TC, Mackay observed the evo-
lution of small pingo-like mounds within 20 years of 
that event and through 20 seasonal cycles of freeze-
thaw [23]. 
Absent of boots on the ground and a pick or shovel, 
validating the CSP hypothesis directly is not possible. 
However, the: a) apparent similarity of the UP land-
scapes and landscape features with those of the TC; b) 
the ice-richness and possible thermokarstic complexity 
of the Martian terrain; c) temperature requirements that 
are not implausible, at least for relatively short periods 
of time; and, d) location within a latitudinal band 
where near-surface ice ought to be stable, underlines 
the consistency of the CSP hypothesis with framing 
conditions in eastern UP. 
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Introduction: Recurring slope lineae (RSL) are 
narrow (0.5–5 m) low-albedo features that emanate 
from bedrock (or immediately downslope of bedrock) 
[1-3]. They incrementally advance down steep slopes 
during warm seasons over tens to hundreds of sols [4]. 
RSL then stop lengthening and fade as the temperature 
cools. Lastly, RSL darken and fade each Mars year.  
We have identified 100 confirmed RSL sites that 
possess (1) incremental lengthening, (2) fading, and (3) 
annual recurrence. Additionally, 653 candidate (that all 
three characteristics) RSL sites have also been docu-
mented. Candidate and confirmed RSL sites exist on 
dust-poor, steep slopes within a latitude range of 42°N 
to 53°S [4]. The formation mechanism of RSL remains 
elusive, as wet, dry, and hybrid (wet/dry) origins have 
been suggested [1-17], but none sufficiently address all 
RSL observations.  
The aquifer flow and recharge hypothesis sug-
gests that RSL are caused by discharging aquifers [3-
7]. Thus, RSL are sourced from low-permeable frac-
tures that allow a conduit for pressurized briny 
groundwater to reach the surface. Seasonal temperature 
variations freeze the discharging brine during the cold-
er seasons, but allow for discharge during warmer pe-
riods. When brine discharges it flows down the slope, 
but also into the subsurface. The subsurface liquid 
brine will encounter an impermeable boundary as: (1) 
the brine freezes, (2) the brine encounters ice (such ice 
is metastable at RSL latitudes and is replenished annu-
ally), or (3) the brine encounters a caliche layer. Brine 
continues to flow downhill during the warmer parts of 
the sol. Incremental lengthening rates and RSL length 
are thus determined by the permeability, porosity, tem-
perature, discharge rate, and evaporation/sublimation 
losses [5,9,10]. When temperatures get colder, the dis-
charging brine will freeze cutting off the RSL source. 
Without fresh inflows the RSL will quickly stop 
lengthening and its surficial albedo will increase as its 
surficial water abundance is lost. 
The Good: RSL, regardless of latitude or slope 
orientation, lengthen during the warmest part of the 
year. Furthermore, west facing slopes have many more 
RSL compared to east facing slopes [4]. Similarly 
equator facing slopes at the mid-latitudes also have 
many more RSL than pole facing slopes. This strongly 
indicates that temperature is a very important factor for 
RSL formation.  
A number of observations suggest that RSL with 
the same slope orientation can fade, while neighboring 
RSL lengthen [7]. This suggests that the water source 
of the faded RSL stopped and the RSL faded as its 
surficial water content evaporated/sublimated away. 
Meanwhile, the water source of the lengthening RSL 
continued, allowing it to lengthen.  
Hydrated salt spectral signatures have been detect-
ed at four confirmed RSL sites [8], suggesting the 
presence of water at RSL sites. Note that only salt hy-
drates were detected, thus this does not guarantee that 
liquid water was present. 
Hydrological modeling shows that the general in-
cremental lengthening rates match water flowing via 
gravity and capillary suction in a sandy porous medi-
um [5,9,10]. 
RSL always start at the top of the slope either from 
the bedrock or immediately below the bedrock and 
advance downhill. Thus, the competency of the bed-
rock allows low-permeable fractures to connect a pres-
surized aquifer. Furthermore, the enhanced thermal 
conductivity of bedrock allows heat to penetrate deeper 
than nearby regolith, allowing an ice dam to thaw and 
freeze deepening on the season. 
RSL are not ubiquitous on every low-albedo steep 
slope, especially compared to slope streaks which are 
ubiquitous in sloped terrain in high-albedo regions. 
While >750 candidate and confirmed RSL sites have 
been analyzed, <300 of these are classified as excellent 
or very good [4]. Note that while RSL classifications 
are qualitative, they are intended to separate RSL that 
have significant RSL activity (i.e. Garni crater) com-
pared to those that have RSL with a low spatial density 
and are small in length (i.e. Gale crater). Thus, we 
suggest that RSL are not ubiquitous because not every 
steep slope possesses a low-permeable fracture that can 
connect a pressurized aquifer to the surface. Further-
more, it is certainly possible that only the largest RSL 
are formed via brine, while the others may form via 
some other mechanism. 
RSL are found in locations that are suggestive of 
past water activity [18]. For example, RSL are found 
within Aram Chaos emanating from bedrock that has a 
spectral signature indicating monohydrate or 
polyhydrated sulfates [4]. Furthermore, it is interesting 
to note that both southern mid-latitude (SML) RSL and 
gullies [19] have their highest density in Gorgonum 
Chaos [20]. Also many sites with present day gully 
activity also have RSL (e.g., Palikir, Corozol, Hale and 
Asimov crater) even though the processes of the two 
are thought to be vastly different. Thus, we speculate if 
features formed by groundwater billions (Aram Chaos) 
to millions (gullies) of years ago might be undergoing 
a similar but significantly reduced process. 
The Bad: The surface of Mars is dry during the 
day and many RSL occur where surface pressures are 
so low that fresh water cannot exist as a liquid. Brines 
alleviate these problems by extending the stability of 
liquid brines to lower temperatures and lower evapora-
tion rates. However, brines add additional complica-
tions as these salts must be removed from the pore 
space otherwise they would create a significant barrier 
to future flows.  
It is unknown if aquifers exist currently on Mars or 
if martian aquifers are pressurized and briny enough to 
allow fractures to connect them to the surface. Similar-
ly, it is not known if these hypothesized aquifers have 
had any recharge in the last few millions of years or 
how long such aquifers would have been discharging.  
The majority of RSL sites do not show mineralogi-
cal indications of spring deposits, although the majori-
ty of the alteration may be occurring in the subsurface.  
Lastly, RSL are detected at a significant elevation 
in Nectaris Montes within Valles Marineris (VM) 
[7,11]. This suggests that a regional aquifer must be 
significantly pressurized or the groundwater is perched 
within Nectaris Montes. Neither scenario is impossi-
ble, but such scenarios are difficult to accept given 
what we currently know about Mars. 
The Ugly: The current state-of-the-art RSL model-
ing couples hydrologic and thermal modeling of a salt 
at a eutectic concentration with an assumed melting 
point. However, metastability may cause significant 
hysteresis, such that the liquid to solid transition may 
occur at 10−20°C below the assumed melting point 
[21]. Furthermore, such models do not take into ac-
count changes in salt concentration. For example, as 
water is lost via evaporation/sublimation the salt/water 
concentration changes, thus changing the melting point 
and possibly the evaporation rate. Lastly, it is unclear 
exactly what salts might be dominant in a hypothesized 
briny aquifer or how multiple salts might change the 
behavior of an RSL. The discussed limitations of the 
current modeling are important, but add significant 
complications to an already complex modeling. 
Many RSL sites show significant interannual vari-
ability, especially when compared to the significant 
RSL activity immediately after the Mars Year (MY) 28 
dust storm [1,3]. It is unknown if variations in tem-
perature significantly affected the evapora-
tion/sublimation losses of wet RSL or if the dust 
dropped by the dust storm significantly recharged a dry 
RSL mechanism. The current MY 34 dust storm 
should help to answer this question. 
RSL never flow all the way down steep slopes 
[12,13]. Furthermore, the longest slopes have the long-
est RSL [12]. Others have shown that RSL stop flow-
ing at or a few degrees below the assumed angle of 
repose of martian sand dunes [12,13]. However, such 
slope measurements are sensitive to the noise level of 
HiRISE generated DTM. Thus, these slope measure-
ments are highly averaged and do not account for 
smaller segments that may or may not be artifacts that 
show slopes many degrees below the angle repose. 
Thus, better DTMs are needed. Meanwhile, the wet-
based RSL mechanism hypothesis suggests that RSL 
the reason RSL do not flow all the way downhill is 
because they are temperature limited [3]. Furthermore, 
temperatures are warmer for longer in VM where the 
longest RSL are detected.   
Evidence of surficial material transport other than a 
few falling rocks nearby RSL has not been detected 
over the past seven Mars years. However, the slopes 
that RSL form on are crater free suggesting that RSL 
are able to erase craters. 
Lastly, RSL fade quickly compared to slope 
streaks. This indicates they are fading via a different 
process (water loss) than slope streaks (dust deposi-
tion), or RSL only remove a thin veneer of dust. Inter-
estingly, slope slumps (~100 m in length) in Garni 
crater and Juventae Chasma start on slopes where RSL 
terminate and travel to much lower slopes in a singular 
event [4,7,11,15]. These features move material down-
hill and fade on a timescale similar to RSL.  
Conclusions: No RSL formation mechanisms are 
without flaws. Here we have provided a detailed analy-
sis of the wet-dominated RSL formation and recharge 
mechanism. Future observations on how RSL respond 
to the MY34 dust storm, along with increased monitor-
ing and better DTM analysis may help reduce the un-
certainty as to which formation mechanism may be the 
most favorable.  
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Introduction:  Sinuous channels occur in some of 
the youngest terrain on Mars, specifically within Late 
Amazonian volcanic plains in the Tharsis region. Alt-
hough these channels are geologically young, no pre-
sent-day activity has been observed. Channels of vari-
ous scales have been interpreted as the products of 
flowing water [1–5], or lava [e.g., 6–8]. In many loca-
tions such channels are co-located with fossae systems. 
We mapped the channels, fossae, and flow sources in 
the region of young volcanic plains east of the Olym-
pus Mons basal scarp. We conducted a focused study 
of two areas that contain landforms representative of 
the region, such as sinuous channels within flow units, 
fossae, and flow sources. The relationship of the ge-
ometry of the fossae systems and the corresponding 
channels and flows which emanate from them inform 
our understanding of magmatic, tectonic, and hydro-
logic activity around Olympus Mons during the Late 
Amazonian. 
Figure 1. A subsection of our geologic mapping region, with 
units based on [9]. Regions A and B denoted by black boxes. 
Polygons outline footprints of high resolution topographic 
data dreived from HiRISE and CTX stereo images.  
 
Study Site: Our geologic map spans the area from 
15º to 20º N and 230º to 235º E. The primary geologic 
units included here are the Olympus Mons edifice, 
Late Amazonian Volcanics, and Olympus Mons Aure-
ole [9] (Fig. 1). Regional topography slopes shallowly 
<0.3º downward to the NW towards the base of the 
Olympus Mons scarp. The inferred flexural moat 
[10,11] surrounding the Olympus Mons edifice is in-
filled with lava flows emanating from various low 
shields, fossae and vents. The surface is Late Amazo-
nian and may be as young as 20–200 Ma [12]. Within 
this region, we identify two locations, A and B, with 
distinct fossae and channelized flows (Fig. 1). The site 
was chosen because of the type morphologies of the 
channel systems, their lack of overprinting by other 
processes, and the availability of targeted high resolu-
tion orbital images from the HiRISE [13] and CTX 
[14] instruments on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. 
Data and Methods:  A regional mosaic of CTX 
[14] images was created at 6 m/pixel using the USGS 
PILOT and POW tools [15,16]. Geologic mapping was 
conducted on the CTX mosaic, at 1:100,000 scale. We 
created two Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) from 
HiRISE stereo pairs in Region A, and five DTMs in 
Region B using the methods in [17]. The HiRISE 
DTMs are at 1 or 2 m/post. Two CTX DTMs were 
created at 24 m/post that fully span each region. A 
facies map of fossae, channel boundaries, and lava 
flow margins was created using the orthorectified ste-
reo images, HiRISE and CTX DTMs, and the CTX 
base mosaic. Features are mapped at 1:10,000 scale on 
HiRISE images and 1:15,000 scale on CTX images.  
Results:  Our geologic map places these two chan-
nel systems in the context of infilling lava flows be-
tween the Olympus Mons basal scarp and the Aureole 
deposits. We identify three types of channels [18] and 
two types of fossae. The three channel types are:  
• Type 1: Sinuous, non-branching (single-stemmed), 
of a continuously narrow width. 
• Type 2: Leveed margins, bed does no downcutting 
into surrounding topography. 
• Type 3: Wide and shallow with streamlined fea-
tures and smooth inner margins.  
The two types of fossae systems are:  
• Type L: Linear, with disjointed, offset segments. 
• Type A: Arcuate and branching.  
Region A. The fossae system is of Type A, alt-
hough there are Type L fossae transecting the channel 
system. These particular fossae connect Region A to 
Region B to the northwest. The Type A fossae system 
cross-cuts a low shield from which flows and a Type 1 
channel emanate, indicating the fossae system devel-
oped after the shield eruption. Type 3 channels source 
from the location of a portion of the Type A fossae, 
however branches of the fossae cross-cut streamlined 
features at the head of the channel system (Fig. 2) indi-
cating that the channel formed before the fossae sys-
tem developed to its current state. The channel system 
trends to the north until it is deflected to the NW by a 
Type L fossa. We infer therefore that the channel 
formed after the Type L fossae.  
Region B. The fossae system is of Type L, with 
flows and channels emanating along the length of the 
fossae. At the northwestern end of the main fossae, a 
terraced vent sources a Type 1 channel, that continues 
for many 10s of km beyond the mapped area. Other 
channels in this region are of Type 2. All flows and 
channels trend downslope to the north and west.   
Figure 2. Region A colorized elevation map derived from 
CTX-stereo data. Annotated features indicate fossae and 
channel types and crosscutting relationships.  
 
Interpretation: Type 1 and Type 2 channels are 
interpreted to be of volcanic origin because they are 
constructional features, building up leveed margins 
that are irregular and steep-sided. The Type 3 channels 
exhibit erosional profiles, downcutting into local to-
pography. The presence of streamlined features within 
the Type 3 channels also supports a fluvial interpreta-
tion. Islands within the Type 2 channels have irregular, 
rough margins that are built up as levees, supporting a 
volcanic interpretation. Although the Type 1 channels 
are narrow and downcutting, they clearly source from 
volcanic constructs (a low shield in Region A, and a 
vent in Region B), which supports the volcanic inter-
pretation.  
Discussion:  We consider both water and lava as 
potential fluids in forming these channel systems. In 
Region B, the setting is unambiguously volcanic, given 
the leveed channels, rough margins, vent structures and 
lobate flows. We hypothesize the that the Type L fos-
sae system in Region B is consistent with a magmatic 
dike intrusion, which erupted at the surface forming 
the flows and channels. We consider a model of ther-
mally erosive and turbulently flowing lava in the for-
mation of the channels [19,20], as well as lava in a 
laminar flow regime, to constrain the upper bounds of 
fluid velocity and discharge rates for each channel sys-
tem. Region A flows may have initially been volcanic, 
with later eruptions of water, occupying and eroding 
existing channels. Aqueous activity was possibly due 
to intruding magmatic sills providing heat to melt sub-
surface ice, causing it to emerge and flow at the sur-
face. Subsurface ice would have been emplaced during 
a different climate than is observed today. The depth 
and age of such an ice reservoir is of major importance 
to understanding the paleo-climate and hydrologic pro-
cesses on Mars.  
Conclusion:  Understanding the roles and timing 
of volcanic and fluvial processes in the formation of 
channels in young martian terrain is significant for 
understanding the evolution of the interior, surface, 
and climate during the Late Amazonian. Our investiga-
tion of two morphologically distinct, type channel and 
fossae systems shows that the subsurface magmatic 
system was active as recently as <200 Ma, and inter-
acted with subsurface liquid or frozen water reservoirs.  
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Introduction: NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Or-
biter (MRO) has greatly increased understanding of 
present-day surface processes on Mars. Located on 
this satellite is one of six instruments known as the 
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE). HiRISE images the surface at ~0.3 m/pixel 
scale, including repeat images to map changes [1]. 
The images have been used to study dunes, gullies, 
recurring slope lineae (RSL), and many other active 
features. 
Extensive research on the gullies has been done in 
the polar and mid-latitude regions of Mars [2], but 
there are also smaller gullies in the equatorial regions 
[3], often associated with RSL. In the polar and mid-
latitude regions there is seasonal CO2 frost that may 
drive gully activity [2]. On the other hand, the origin 
of RSL in the mid-latitude and equatorial regions is 
controversial [4, 5]. CO2 frost cannot be the mecha-
nism that creates these features due to the higher tem-
peratures near the equator, especially on these low-
albedo slopes. Some scientists theorize that the mech-
anism could be seeping water [5] or dry granular 
flows [6].  
We have searched for and characterized topo-
graphic changes on steep slopes in equatorial regions 
of Mars.  By observing changes, it may be possible to 
understand the origin of features such as small equato-
rial gullies.   
Methods:  We searched for repeat coverage by 
HiRISE images in the equatorial latitudes, which 
range from - 25 degrees to +25 degrees, and have 
been tagged with the terms “mass wasting”, “gullies” 
or “recurring slope lineae” as well as “sulfates” in the 
HiRISE database or in published literature.  We added 
“sulfates” after initial discoveries of active changes 
over sedimentary layers rich is sulfates [7, 8].  
Areas on which changes occur are measured using 
the distance tool in the HiView software as well as 
ArcGIS which results in more accurate area calcula-
tions. Volumes are calculated using geometrical 
methods [9] to determine the height of a steep slope 
based on the shadow they cast. Our goal is to estimate 
rates of change (erosion).  
Preliminary Results: After carefully blinking 40 
pairs of images, we have detected topographic chang-
es in 9 regions (Table 1).  Our search is not complete, 
but after finding changes in sulfate-rich slopes we 
have concentrated our search in these locations.   
 
Table1: Observations of areas that have elevation 
changes present. The image ID, Mars year (MY), and 
latitude and longitude of the areas are included. The 
notes section discusses whether changes are present 
between the first and second image ID. 
 
Of the areas observed thus far, one region showed 
significant topographical changes. Mounds in Ganges 
Chasma have both equatorial gullies carving out the 
steep slopes (Figures 1 and 2) as well as RSL and 
slumps. Most observed changes occurred on south-
facing slopes, though changes were also found on 
north and west-facing slopes. Hydrated sulfate depos-
its are known to be abundant in this area [10]. 
 
Figure 1.  Mound in Ganges Chasma as seen in 
computer-generated oblique view from the canyon 
floor created with HiRISE digital terrain models by 
Sean Doran 
(https://www.flickr.com/photos/136797589@N04/).   
 
Figure 2. Steep slopes in Ganges Chasma with 
clear gullies that have been carved out (8.4° S, 313.3° 
E). 
 
The formation of new shallow gully debris flow 
deposit has also been observed (Figure 3). The gully 
in Figure 3 formed on the east-facing slope of a 10-
km crater, located near areas rich in sulfates [10], 
although the presence of sulfates in the crater itself 
has not been established.  
 
Figure 3: New gully that formed on a steep slope 
in a 10 km crater near Gratteri crater at 15.7° S, 
203.6° E. 
 
In addition to the elevation changes that have been 
observed at the two previously discussed locations, 
topographical changes have also been seen in a 9-km 
impact crater at 23.2° S, 43.2° E; a 3-km impact 
crater at 11.0° S, 25.9° E; Capri Chasma at 13.2° S, 
312.2° E; Aram Chaos at 3.3° N, 339.0° E; Gratteri 
crater at 17.8° S, 199.9° E, Cerberus Fossae at 10.0° 
N, 157.8° E and Garni crater at 11.5° S, 290.3° E. 
Preliminary erosion rates:  We estimate average 
erosion of ~5 mm/year on the steep south-facing 
slopes of the sulfate-rich mound in Ganges Chasma, 
or ~3 mm/yr of horizontal shrinkage.  If continued for 
the suspected age of these deposits (at least 3 b.y, 
[11]), then the diameter of this mound would have 
been reduced by ~9,000 km.  However, this mound 
sits in canyon that is less than 100 km wide (north-
south) at this location.  Other, larger mounds in Gan-
ges Chasm have elevations as high as the tops of the 
canyon walls, and has been suggested to have filled 
the canyons [12], with most of that material having 
eroded away perhaps from catastrophic floods [13].  
Our result suggests that much of this erosion could 
have happened gradually over geologic time.  
Discussion: Work is continuing to determine the 
rate of the observed topographical changes. We hope 
that this additional data will give more insight into the 
causes of these changes as well as how the active gul-
lies observed are formed. Although it is already 
known that CO2 is forming polar and mid-latitude gul-
lies and RSL [2], this cannot be the case in the equa-
torial regions due to higher temperatures not allowing 
the presence of CO2 ice. It is possible that the RSL 
play a role in carving out the gullies, and due to the 
weak nature of the sulfate deposits; liquid is not nec-
essarily needed to cause slope failure.  
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Introduction:  Asteroids and comets that strike the 
martian surface excavate material to form a primary 
crater, an ejecta blanket, and rays and may have the 
ability to launch fragments at high enough velocities to 
form additional craters upon reimpacting the surface. 
These secondary craters can form at distances exceed-
ing 100 crater radii and thus have the ability to modify 
the martian surface to an extent substantially larger 
than the primary crater itself. How secondary craters 
influence observed crater size-frequency  distributions 
(CSFDs) has been the focus of much discussion (see 
[1][2][3] for recent reviews). 
Here we explore Corinto crater (16.95°N, 
141.72°E) which created a large number of meter-to-
decameter secondaries across a substantial portion of 
Elysium Planitia as evidenced by the dramatic rays 
visible in THEMIS nighttime imagery where secondar-
ies are in high concentrations (Fig. 1). We characterize 
the secondary crater population at several locations at a 
distance of ~660 km from Corinto (Fig. 2). 
 
 
Figure 1. THEMIS derived relative nighttime tempera-
tures of Elysium Plantia. The radially oriented streaks 
of colder temperatures contain high concentrations of 
secondary craters from Corinto crater (upper arrow). 
We study the crater population on an unnamed 3 km 
diameter crater (Fig. 2), which is partially superposed 
by a ray segment (lower arrow). 
 
Results and Discussion:  Several thousand meter-
to-decameter diameter, predominately secondary cra-
ters, were observed per km
2
 at a distance of nearly 50 
crater radii from Corinto crater both within and outside 
of rays. This suggests that Corinto may have formed 
well over 10
9
 secondary craters within Elysium 
Planitia. Quantin et al. [4] and Hartmann and Duabar 
[5] suggest secondary craters have the largest influence 
on model surfaces ages between ∼0.1 and a few Myr as 
there is the potential for one or two sizeable craters to 
project secondary craters onto those surfaces and thus 
alter the CSFD with an instantaneous spike in crater 
production. Corinto crater is estimated to be approxi-
mately one to a few Ma [6] placing the formation of its 
secondaries within this formative time period. The 
crater counts in Elysium Planitia demonstrate how the 
CSFDs on relatively young surfaces at nearly 50 crater 
radii have been influenced by secondary craters. High-
er crater densities are observed where ray segments 
occur in THEMIS IR data; however, secondary craters 
still influenced the CSFD where ray segments were not 
apparent, resulting in steepening in the CSFD (Fig. 3). 
Randomness analysis confirms an increase in clustering 
as diameters decrease suggesting an increasing fraction 
of secondary craters at smaller diameters, both within 
the ray and outside (Fig. 4). See [3] for more details on 
these results. 
A survey of secondary craters around 24 primary 
martian craters with diameters 19.3–222 km by Rob-
bins and Hynek [6] found that the spatial density of 
secondary craters peaked ∼2.4 crater radii from the rim 
of the primary craters with an approximately Gaussian 
radial distribution. Quantin et al.[4], however, find that 
crater densities in rays generated by crater Gratteri tend 
to peak ∼35–65 radii from the primary consistent with 
our counts showing that even at nearly 50 crater radii, 
Corinto secondaries still influence the observed CSFD, 
even outside of any obvious rays. 
Many geologically young regions on Mars have 
formation ages that occur within the time period sug-
gested as being the most vulnerable to the influence of 
secondary cratering such as glacial and periglacial 
landforms related to obliquity excursions that occur on 
10
6–107 year cycles. Crater populations on these sur-
faces used to derive model ages should be used cau-
tiously and analyzed for any evidence, either morpho-
logic or statistical, for secondary cratering that may 
potentially influence the derived age. 
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Figure 2. (a) HiRISE image ESP_037064_1860 de-
picting an unnamed crater (D = 3 km) that predates the 
formation of Corinto crater. Red, Yellow, Blue, and 
Cyan outlined areas (3.0, 1.0, 2.2, and 1.0 km
2
, respec-
tively) show the locations of crater counts with colors 
corresponding to the data points plotted in Fig. 3. See 
Fig. 1 for the crater location relative to Corinto. (b) 
Same as (a) with image colorized with THEMIS IR 
nighttime data highlighting relative temperatures. 
Cooler temperatures (blue/cyan colors) on the south–
southeast ejecta and adjacent terrain correspond to a 
Corinto ray segment. (c) The point density of craters in 
the area north of the crater rim and (d) the area south-
east of the crater rim. Individual craters are outlined in 
black. Color scales from 0 (blue) to 0.005 (red) craters 
per m
2
. The white box in (c) is the location of (e) and 
the white box in (d) is the location of (f) showing ex-
amples of the crater populations in these areas. The 
ejecta of the secondary craters appears to have a lighter 
tone (higher reflectance) than the surrounding surfaces. 
 
Figure 3. Crater size–frequency distributions of the 
craters superposed on the continuous ejecta and floor 
of an unnamed 3 km diameter crater. Count areas are 
outlined in Fig. 2 with corresponding colors. The gray 
curves are absolute model age isochrons from Hart-
mann [8] and the dashed line is the crater saturation 
equilibrium function from Hartmann [9]. The colored 
lines are best-fit power-law segments (D = 8–22 m) 
with slopes: −4.7 (yellow), −4.3 (red), −3.6 (blue), and 
−4.3 (cyan). The slope of the isochrons at these diame-
ters is −2.7. 
 
 
Figure 4. Summary of the randomness analysis for the 
count areas shown in Fig. 2 using (a) the mean 2nd 
closest neighbor distance (M2CND) and (b) the stand-
ard deviation of adjacent area (SDAA) [10]. Values 
below the gray shaded region are more clustered and 
values above are more uniform than a random distribu-
tion. 
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Introduction: Several features have been identified 
as possibly having an endogenic origin within the 
northwest portion of the Argyre basin floor and appear 
to disrupt the floor materials (mapped as unit HAb4a 
by Dohm et al. [1]). The largest of these features, ini-
tially described by Williams et al. [2], is Argyre Mons, 
a 50 km wide quasi-circular mountain with elevations 
~0.5-1 km above the surrounding basin floor and a ~25 
km central caldera-like depression. Argyre Mons, 
along with additional landscape features such as cones, 
pits, mounds, and elongated/irregular depressions, or 
cavi, provide evidence of volcanism at the northwest 
margin of the Argyre impact-basin floor. Here, we 
highlight a few of the larger cavi and maar-like craters 
(Fig. 1); many of them could be associated with exten-
sional faulting in the adjacent floor-materials (see also 
[3]). 
Cavi, maar-like craters, and tectonics: The cavi 
are steep-sided, elongated, and sometimes irregular 
depressions up to tens of km in length. The largest ca-
vus (Fig. 1a), is part of a ~50 km wide, complex topog-
raphic rise. The rise consists of a broad region of to-
pography ~500-800 m above the surrounding terrain 
superposed with numerous cones, mounds, ridges, and 
other smaller-scale depressions and incised by the ca-
vus and spatially associated-faults. The cavus has a 
complex shape and is elongated east and southeast, 
where grabens intersect the walls forming canyon-
shaped extensions. Figure 1c shows an alignment of 
several cavi and smaller depressions, indicating struc-
tural control in their formation; Figure 1d shows a ca-
vus that occurs within the southeast portion of a 23 km 
diameter crater. The cavus is ~10 km wide and ~700 m 
deep. An arcuate scarp on the eastern wall extends be-
yond the original crater wall. Two ~5-6 km-wide quasi-
circular depressions (Figs. 1e-f) have topographic and 
morphologic differences from typical impact craters, 
and, given their size, and isolation in a relatively crater 
free terrain, are statistically unlikely to be impact re-
lated [3]. These could be endogenic features, possibly 
related to the cavi, and may represent remnants of 
phreatic or phreatomagmatic eruptions in the form of 
maars. 
Discussion: The assemblage of depressions, and 
their spatial association with (possible) extensional 
tectonic features, as well as with other possible vol-
canic features in the area described by [2][3] i.e. lobate 
contacts indicative of lava emplacement via sheet flow, 
vent structures, wrinkle ridges, circular and irregular 
rings, mounds, and pitted cones, suggests an endogenic 
origin for these features. The shape, orientation and 
alignment of some of these features demonstrate an 
element of structural control in their formation. Similar 
elongated depressions and pit-crater chains are associ-
ated with other volcanic regions on Mars, such as in the 
Tharsis and Elysium regions
 
[4-6] and the basaltic mare 
deposits on the Moon; these include the large irregular 
mare patch (IMP) Sosigenes [7] and other depressions 
associated with pyroclastic deposits related to late-
stage volcanic activity that occurred after the em-
placement of mare basalt flows (e.g. [8]) (Fig. 2). 
The relatively fine-grained mantling that drapes 
much of the terrain on the basin floor, and observed in 
cross-section along the upper portions of the cavi as 
relatively fine-grained, layered material, could be an 
icy mantle (e.g. [9-12]), or ice-rich terrain [13,14] re-
lated to the recent obliquity-driven deposition of ice 
and dust [12,15] and observed at other mid- and high-
latitudes in both hemispheres [9,10]. If the observed 
surface is a remnant from the last obliquity excursion, 
its disruption by the cavi, explosive cratering (maars), 
and associated tectonics may have occurred within the 
last few Ma making them among the youngest volcani-
cally and structurally-derived features on Mars. This, 
along with other young lava flows that have been iden-
tified in the Tharsis and Elysium regions [16-19] sug-
gests that the planet has retained substantial amounts of 
internal heat with the ability to generate melt, at least 
locally, persisting to present-day; this is consistent with 
paleo-heat flow estimates that indicate that the loss of 
heat from the planet’s interior has been limited in the 
past [20-22]. These observations, along with IMPs on 
the Moon with apparent model surface-ages indicating 
possible formation within the last several tens of mil-
lions of years [7], have implications for models of 
planetary thermal evolution, especially planets lacking 
the thermal efficiency of plate tectonics. 
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Figure 1. Examples of depressions, (a – d) cavi and (e 
– f) maar-like craters, in the region (HRSC nadir chan-
nel image hc920_0000). Arrow in (d) highlights 
arcuate scarp extending the depression beyond the 
crater wall. Black scale bars are 2 km. 
 
 
Figure 2. Examples of depressions on Mars and the 
Moon associated with volcanism and tectonism. (a) 
Depression in Syria Planum, a long-lived volcanic and 
tectonic region in the central Tharsis region. Arrows 
highlight normal faults. (b) Example of depressions 
and faults (black arrow) along the eastern flank of 
Ascraeus Mons in the Tharsis region. (c) Depressions 
with two centralized mounds near the rift system 
Sirenum Fossae. The black arrow highlights an outflow 
channel and the flow direction on the south side of the 
depression, indicating volatile release possibly having 
played a role in the formation of the feature. (d) An 
unnamed crater east of Maunder crater with an elon-
gated, irregular trough associated with a system of 
graben (black arrows) that transect the crater and its 
interior deposits. (e) Aligned depressions that transect 
a pre-existing graben (black arrows) in western Mare 
Tranquillitatis. The central depression contains the 
irregular mare patch, Sosigenes, with a model age de-
rived from superposed craters of ~18 Ma [7]. (f) Dark 
mantling-deposit (white arrows) and a possible vent on 
the western edge of Oceanus Procellarum near a system 
of fractures, Rimae Hevelius (black arrow). See [3] for 
locations and images used in subframes. 
